FARM GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
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department brief suggestions, facts
'■lid experiences are solicited from
housekeeperfarmers and gardeners. Address
Agriuhural editor. Journal Office. Belfast Maine.j
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Ways

Cooking

Turkey.

Baked Turkey—When cleaned, stalled
and trussed, put the turkey in a baking
pan, with a little cold water in the bottom : spread some butter over it. sprinkle
salt all over, cover tjf'.h a piece of hut- |
tend paper, and set m a quick oven :
baste often, and turn the bird over and
around it necessary.
It takes from an
Manures and Composts.
'tit' and a half to two hours to bake a
It
is
served
with
the
'Hie
key.
gravy only.
gathering of materials for increas:"er having removed the fat, nr with
ing the supply of these, their amalgamaonem sauce or current jelly.
Boiled tion together, ami protection from lost*
key -An dd turkey will answer for of valuable parts, is a work which can be
though a young hen is better.
Af- carried on profitably at almost every
season.
'awing, wash the inside exceedingly
Pew eases exist where such
wipe it dry on a towel, and fill the collecting can be protected by covers
a
with bread crumb, chestnut, or from the weather, but it is
always pracssing it draw the ticable to locate your manure piles and
dil
'he body, break the breast compost heaps so that their most useful
itid g.vi the bird as round and constituents shall not he washed out bv
-•T
appearance as possible. Put every rain that falls. The manure from
•'■o
!'
nty Of warm water, or into as horse and cow stables, pig pens. etc. ;
ang water as will rise an inch the wastes from house; the dish watei
nal when it has boiled ten and chamber slops, may all be advan'* d-.- :•<«•! o
i.,wi by the addition of tageously mixed together in a basinwater and then take out a
portion shaped depression towards which, and
it e-aving only as nmcli as will
keep not /non which, the liquids will run.
: i "lirivU covered
until it is ready
Many other substances can be added to
* o ar off the scum
carefully s ‘ch piles, to their increase as well of
om .to the surface, and boil the
value as of bulk, such as leaves,' old
-'b b
from an hour and a half bones, sods, muck, dead animals or fowls,
h"Uis and a
juarter, according to etc. These organic substances thus mixT oen oyster
stuffing is used, a ed togethei and commingled with man'• ceil ot neit
oyster sauce should ure. change not their composition but
: with it
but celery sauce, or tl.eir form
and from being useless and
1
! te sauce, ui
chopped parsley in deleterious, they are fitted to contribute
■'biter, will answer otherwise.
to the alimentation < f our cultivated
1
In very cold weather a crops.
..rivtsy
[American Parmer.
a
its leathers will bang for a
Unions may be soaked all night withwith advantage. Pluck, draw
wash and then out taking the davoi «»ut of them.
cry eardully
:h to igldy with clean doth.-: till |
Brighton Cattle Market.
hdooii
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Time to try hard
lu that new situation
Time to build up on
A solid foundation.
Giving up needlessly changing and drifting;
la aving the quicksands that ever are shitting.
What time is it?
Time to be thrifty;
Farmers, take warning—
l’low in the spriugtiim—
Sow in the morning—
Spring rain is coining, zephyrs arc blowing;
!li aven will attend to the quickening and grow

•ug.

Time to count cost—
Lessen expenses—
Time to look well
To the gates and the fences;
Making and mending, as good workers should;
Shutting out \ il and keeping the good.
What time is it?
Time to be earnest.
Laying up treasure;
Time to he thoughtful.
Choosing true pleasure:
Loving stern justice—of truth being fond:
Making your word just as good as your bond.
Time to be happy.
Doing your bestTinn to tie trustful.
Leaving the rest,
Knowing in whatever country or clime.
Ne'er can we call back one minute of time.
[Liverpool Mail.
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and cranberry sauce. A tut |
b" laid at rest far from the j
.' ii! t
d drawn nearer when hall done. I
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to fold ;iu 1 fasten a sheet
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three sprigs ot parsley,
six smal:
•niors. ime enrb_>
u all pieces, three d..-. es. salt
i.tid then tlie turkei : add a
!
U'oth and w hit- .vine, cover
epossible, and siimuct gently
hours and a half: then turn
over, auu put it back on the
be a■ tlie-1
two hours and a hail';
-: tie- tin
key : strain tin sauce: put it
ba
-a tin
the. mid uft, <• reducing it to
-plead ii over the turkey, and
>' mi
pretei stewed turkey when
Jagout of Turkey -Cut tiie cold
is it over from a roast or
tkey that
ub" i'll.- an inch iong:
put into a
'lit1
*'
tit! gravy left from the roast,
e water if
the quantity be
:
spooi.ful of butter, a
'■
bin! "1 si. pungent sauce, half
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Urighion Tallow,
( ountr)
Hide-, light ones, T o k lb;
k lb; C all skin
V & H>. ( iM.uiry 'I lion
12-.?* v tb; Lamb Skin*?. *.V«$l.l2l* each; sheep
>kir -.
fjWc each.
Working Oxn in lirhi demand. We note sales
;
nt pair, girth 7 It.
in., live weight ."Aon lb,
$200. 1 pair girth 0 ft. s in.. iiw w« gilt 2*00 lb. $14".
1 pair fm;r year olds. giriti <4 ft.. live weight 2oun
H $1"7..'. ; i paii Pair
ar oid>, girth Oft., live
weight 2ooo il, $io7.7>o.
"1
ado— Yearlings, s-ala 2 y.-ar* oi l, $14
:
eai
'Oi. $2."m47> ea«-h.
■j 27
< iws—Extra.
VIi
*i To;
»r* inai y.
ws at $Tjearli
-l'lingi t- f"i $is/j07i. 2 •-w milch
1 no at $ 42 7»o, 1 ;t7
i -priiurer lor $4"
Vvai h alve.- in g"o.{ <!« .uand at
p* 7kV k li>.
live weight.
"i.p :o -1 I '""hs—T;
-apply from t!i< We-t
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watet. am:
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.Madeira:

winegiawdul

boil
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"St
-am-- '.- i.io-r ia la.-t \\ eek.
>h‘-«*p <"-t 7»<i
I.ami'- 7i_c;c k lb, ii\r weight. V pail ol' tho-ifrom tin West were owned by A N. M(
11
A (
owin*'i the halain
swine—Western tat logs '-"-t. landed ai the
-la
7 k;
h'»u--s,
k lb, iivr Wright. «)n
-t'0*
Horn o to
k
f,»r live
I'.LT- price- :;r
w. i_ ii:
"i* si 7)ii to $7 7)0 k lira'!.

Humbugged Again.
much -aid about the merit-"1 H- p LitP
am: my wile, who \va- alway- doctoring and
ju
wi II. least-i no. so urgently :■■- get her some I
"•
no
led thumbugged again; and I am glad
I a: i. i"! in les.- than two mouths' Use ol theBitter- nr. wit*- wa- cured. and -lie has remained so
n 1:i"i.;
!-n eiei.tt
-lina
I like such h'liiibuggiii-'
[Ii. l., St. 1’ 111.
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ami eidei makers
belu a- he building .ii tin- New KngM in.-ti.n i- and Mechanics’ In'«’<
miy ui \\ ednesday and
i a .•-•la
I last week, as
;previously ail'd s: e oi'jei. t of the meeting being
'•> i .k'- action 1"!' tlie
i.iurpose of securing
•
ti-al ii what is known as the whis-.
inegar law. which was passed by
•
'tigress rather more than a year ago,
‘mb pm inits a certain amount of
linkey i" :pi used by distillers, without
manuhotnie of so-called
.lngai.
The manufacture
a." ii.i-t lias not only tended to
i<■
piitagi ni ti e fruit growers ha
ii'ing legitimate eider vinegar out of
hi niarki-i, or compelling it to lie sold
at.
mreinuneriitivc price, but it has
a
claimed. led to a great amount
•
ia-it distil ing of whiskey
many fan::--r- were p , sent at
uee'uig, nost .if them being from
rn das achi si t
»ut a few coming
ts
the S
e
Mr. .1. M. Little,
iT'-sidei.i 1 tin Institute, welcomed the
'■uti.ms
lb- said that when the manii

iigei

(••

ia; mi-rs

a

_

tlasutute

"i

ck'

approached

...ill to the forma"!• "I
at. organization of I mi t-growers
tin
found that tlieii
was broad enough to
permit
.:i'' i ain't- the
attempt. They
do no! consider it
to
give it
necessary
moi
li.an th :i moral support, and they
ciii• : -land that the -eganizatioti wants
:
the fatmeis what Boards of
1'raoe lo for the mercantile interests,
i
ein!ic!s ol the Institute see that
tioi has a grie\ance
gau
•'ineii iiifoni.s ample opportunities for
a k in t!:e interest ot ti e whole com;iunit\
Fiie Institute knows no prejudices and lecognizes no
politic iutiu•re'es.
Addresses were also made by
Mi 1"
u-, editor of the National Press,
P. Ware of Marhleliead, Israel
Benjait
Putin.m at Chelmsford. I)r. Horace E.
Bowke:
'ty inspector t 'inegar, and
othei's. Ii was at length decided to form
t so< iation, to be known as The New
England Cider-makers'and Fruit-grower
Association, and the following office's wen- chosen, to hold otlii <■ until the
second Wednesday m January next,
when :lie annual meeting will lie held :
1 Resident. Hon. Francis B. Hayes; Vice
Presidents. Z. A. Gilbert of Maine, ExGiiverno! Smyth of New Hampshire,
Hiram i- Mead of V ermont, Hon. Daniel
Needham of Massachusetts, Obadiah
Bl ow, ii "I Rhode Island, Ex-Goveruor
E. II
Hyh of ( onneetieut ; Secretary,
F W. Gulin of Boston; Treasurer, Ben.mil, I!
Ware of Marblehead, and an
I \eoa! ■ .■ C'linmi:tee of six members, to
who,i tin matter of preparing a protest
to oi sent to Congress, and resolutions
to
sent to members of Congress and
otlie' interested persons was committed.
N E. Farmer.
<
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the dull girl -he u-i -It
-he is Annie mated.

not

•■■can-,

be

Fort} fears' Fxperlcnce

ha\<- tested the virtues
r a I: s r>A!<AM«»f Will* rnKKUV, and
gen. rally acknowledged to be the beat
i.mt for pulmonary and lung disease-.
me-iy
ubracing the whole range from a slight cold to a
for its merits, it
-umption. Were it n
would long since have “died, and made no sign.”
l>

d

w

now

i-

Light.-hou.-es

are

better

than actors.

appreciated

sailors

.»y

dohn Morrisey, the renowned • \-pugii:-t, -port
ng man. amt iuteh Member of Congress, die.i at
Hot 'sprina-, Ark. The prime :ui-e of his death
ias
.. a-eribed to chnmic heart di-ea-e.
Dr.
raves’ Jb n t Regulator i- the only certain cure for
r>i~ malady ever discovered.
When used a- di
eeted it iia never been known to fail in effecting
ur-.
It would, if taken, leave -a\ed Morrissey.
\ druggists.
It may be -et down as an axiom that when
grows fat he grows waistl’ul.

a

per
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the Effects.
Buffalo, N. Y., write-

Noting
R-

<*i
R(

1

..

ot

“Hearing

Bi.ood Bmtlh^ favorably spoken
‘i. I wa- induced to wanHu ir eilY is, and Hud
in
hat
chronic ,!i<e:is(
.>f the blood, IB er and kid■cy-. your bitters have been signally marked with
-h«-ees.-. I ha\ e used tlieiu myself w itli In st results,
Mr hrpidUv -i the liver; and in the case of a friend
f mine
uttering from drop-v, the effect was mariclou-.”
Brice Siam, trial size lucent.-.
For sale
•y R. H. Mood;.. Be)fast.
'iir

IvIcm'K

\
hicago statistician counts up one hundred
and twent\ l.Ual accidents t" li-liermen in the past
live m- nth-. !1 -i yet liars don’t seem al all scarce.
me

«*are,

■

■

i

ut hi

“Bird” a lv’t.gel Holden's Bird Book; food,
diseases, breeding. He has extra singers.

"Yes the electric light i~ a great
h-red F lub, as he felt about the
keyhole should have one."

invention,"

nint-

door, "ah’every

SKINNY MEN.
Kenewcr" restores health ami

"Wells

Ggot, eure- Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Debili1 y r 17
$1.
>•
characteri-ti- of a rich man—Tin cicgum
ami the. loltine-- <«i hi.- gate.

*

of his

•arriagc

“BUCHUPAI11A”
'pih'k. '•mnpieto euro, all amoving Kidnev, Iliad
IT inary I)i- ases. $1. Druggists.

lev and
\u
•ult :•

owner

keep

f lwo ruc.eln>rs»-? ofu-n finds it dull
up w ith his running c\pt n-*
<

‘’ROUGH ON RATS.”
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, ilie.-, ants, bed
mg", skunks, chipmunks, gophers. ir»c. Druggists
The \ oung man who "went oil like a shot," pro!.,
found too much powder on his girl— cheek.

ibly

Prevented.
Many lost their beauty from the hair falling or
ding. Parker’.- Hair Balsam supplies m*res'-ary
ioun-hinent, prevents tailing and grayness ami is
m elegant dressing.
A

Boss

When

a man get- into a tit of temper, do not aliii- example to become c<»ntageou.-, for there is
law against counter lit*.

•>w

A

Big Success

"My wife wa? in bed two \eais with a complica:i' U of disorder- lier physicians could not cure,
alien

1

was led to tr. Parker
Ionic, li
-marcs-.
Three bottles cured her, at it
a dollar and fitly emits, and -lie i- now as

Ginger

w,.-

l»1g

‘o-t of
-trong

as an\

woman,

[it. J)., Buffalo

The

wearing of bracelets by men i- spoken of a?omething new, but they have been in la-!ii<»n 1 u a
time
at the State prison.
long

Burlington, Yt.,.lan 2'», K--1.
1 have used Downs' Elixir exclusively for
myself
;tnd in niv famih for it score or more of vear-i and
m1w.i
WAWKKN t»IBB>.
k»-ep it with me
President Vermont Life Ins. Co.
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Useful

Hints.

Volk of egg is as nourishing as white,
though a little heavier.
For all sorts of cooking except the sick
room beef suet is
preferable, because
richer, easier dissolved, and more digestible.
A little cheese taken at meals helps
other food to digest. Cheese taken in
large quantities is very indigestible.
In frying anything the fat should never
he allowed to boil. Its proper heat for
frying may be known by observation.
W hen it reaches -'{75 degrees of beat a
taint blue smoke rises which tells that it
is ready for use. If, however, it begins to
smoke before the things to be fried are
ready to go in it, its tendency to boil may
be checked by throwing in a raw potato
or a piece of bread, which
gives it something to work on.
Fish and other dishes often come upon
Hie table very greasy
The n ay to prevent this is to place brown or white paper
over them, letting it touch the
greasy
surface.
Paper absorbs fat.

I lirhaven, \ i.. .Ian. 1. ISS2.
Do\vi
Elixir to any other cough remechildren, simply on account of its tonic and
pcciorani qualities, lie-peer full v,
(.KO.II HAKKIS.

prefer

for

«
**

Angelina"- Eating onim.- not only prevents the
lips from chapping, but usually keep- the chaps
from lipping.
The

Crust

of

Tartar

speedily

leaves the surface of teeth upon which the
•lean-lug and preservative inllucme of SO/o
DO.\T is daily exerted. No form of decay can infest a set ol "ivories” upon which it is used.
It
uts, moreover, a mo-t refreshing effect upon the
nouth, in which it leaves a very agreeable taste,
lesides rendering the breath fragrant. If the mouth
>c rinsed with it after smoking, the taste of the to>aceo I- entirely dissipated.
As an auxiliary to
personal comeliness it cannot too highly be extolled.
Sold by druggists.
Im44

Why
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:ies.
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Doors.

KNGI.ANH COl'NTUY SKETCH.
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ELIOT.

“1 don’t believe there are, Dot."
‘•i >on’t believe what ?”
‘■There are people living in any of
these houses.”
Dot raised her eyes from her intennin
able crocheting for a moment, and glanced
"It
up and down the village street.
doesn't look much like it." she assented.
We were sitting on the top step of the
front entrance of an old farm house in a
Maine village.
I had been reading, but
had dropped my book, leaned my head
against the door post, and meditated for
some minutes.
I had uever imagined
quiet so absolute—save for the distant
sound, constant, soothing and magnetic,
of the unseen bieakers, rolling up the
sand below the opposite slope -as the
quiet of this Maine village street. There
were itouses on every side, well-to-dolooking country houses, with elms shad
ing their front doors and front gates : hut
nobody ever went in or out, no servant
maid shook a dust-cloth out of any oi the
windows, no children tumbled over each
other in any of the front yards. There
was a dog residing opposite that 1 was
watching -a Skye, which seemed to suggest civilization and blue ribbon and city
streets,
lie trotted out ;t moment ago,
and lay down in the road with an air of
sullen apathy.
There was no society inside the fence, perhaps there might he
>•

.in- in

UK1

mguway.

it

j:

j

:

|
I
*

almost seems

if he was willing to lie run over fot the
sake of creating a little diversion.
Hut
lie soon trotted back in a subdued manner ; the .society, such as it is. is not to
his taste.
He tried a feeble bark at a
man in a broad hat and a woman in a
waterproof, but it was not a success: lie
leit it was nor himself.
“Hot." said I. “they talk about the
hard-working New Ki gland farmeis
‘•Who do ?”
“Oh, they—everybody. How can they
work bard in such an atmosphere as this :
in the rush and competition of city life it
is natural to work, to be occupied is one's
normal condition
“It’s singular how successfully some
people accustom themselves to an abnormal one."
"If one is not working hard to get
money, one must work bard to get rid of
it.
Hut here among these silent houses
and under these elms, and within sound
cfthese breakers, work is out of place,
it is like playing croquet on Sunday- it
may or may not be wrong, but it is disas

It Beats Anything 1 Have Ever Seen.
M
B-Uier. Mat I’.-an's While Glycerine you
:n■■■•it- an;. Thing I i :t\
.-ten for
-I
mo:.
eh.tied -kin.’
I>1
[ \ Nurse.

and evil doers.
i; a entered dish.
A ragout with" iicai Bitter- will m-.kc <m bold, but not rash;
>-r w ini' i> gt; erally
t not obstipatient, hut mt insensible, constant,
j-n
i ’■
:*■<i
IT; >ey
Place the legs- nate, cheei lilt, nut n t light.
••ltlg' ijointi dt oil
When a j»\\ n r magazine blow- np.it ran, we
id a .[I ; ill’, lij
:
have-r ah a sauce made of one -upjMise, be called Hash literature.
!-«-t no di- i ni
t::eage
-r-,uickly curing
-poo! I-.:! peppm
.u-g.u-. one tahlcn iigesti'in. nersou-nBr-'w;
Iron I'i;
1
ait- mustarii, one tablespoon- I ters.
>. udjll
Pile ! a ;
acid
A >t. Boui- horse e'n-ws toba'-. i.
\\
ha\e often
a
.'!:••
lit and peppei ; lay
'ecu ,i fast-driven horse --moke.
!
u: l- y .-n a but dish ;
pour
Fver> tcstlmnniat we publish of Adamson’s
it.j and -Ift pounded cracker
I -tanie Bal-am is g< nuine
'V- h.ereby .-iler a re.
ward of live thousand dollars for evidence proving
•iheruisr in a -ingle «*a-e.
The Cider Makers.
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tee :iji!iu-e.-. and then <ii: in a tableman 1 terry or etin ent
jelly,
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salt; when it boils

tin- meat; stew very

$4
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railroad so patriotic? Give it up? Bebound to the country in the strongest

Kcmeinber that everyone suffering from Catarrh,
Hay Fever and Cold In the head have a cure at hand
!i Flys’ Cream Balm.
Price 50 cents.
Apply into nostril with little finger.
I was troubled with Chronic Catarrh and gatherng in my head, was very deaf at times amt had discharges from my ears, besides being unable to
ireathe through my nose. Before the second bottle
>f Elys’ Cream Balm was exhausted I was cured,
uni to-day enjoy sound health.
C. .1. Coriii?:, 023
Jhcstnut Street, Field Manager Philadelphia Pub.
2w40
House, Pa.
Elys’ Cream Balm cured me of Catarrh of many
•ears’ standing—restored my sense of smell. For
jolds in the head it works like magic. E. H. Siiek
rooD, National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

turbing."
“Did you make that up, or did you just
read it ?"
“1 made i: up.
Don't you think it's
rather good ?"
“It's not bad."
“Do you notice that whenever a wagon
drives by. it's such an event that we
watch it, from its first appearance down
the road to its final disappearance up tinroad with the rapt absorption generally
given to an election parade at home f"
I've noticed that you do.”
“You seem so much interested in my
speculations that I'll tell you what the
wagons have in them almost without exception: two women with shade hats and
a half-grown boy sitting between them
and driving. The women look at us
rather curiously, but the hoy has something better to do. This is the Sabbath
stillness oi the country.
You’ve heard of
it. you know."
The devil you do ! Mind your game,
and 1 ii mind mine." The words came
through the closed door that led into the

in telling Mr. Stubbs that we wanted a
with a horse we could drive ourselves, at three in the afternoon. Mr.
Stubbs was not hard of hearing, nor par
ticularly dense of understanding, but he
liked to have tilings reiterated: so about
half ar. hour after we had clearly expressed our wishes he came into the room,
looking for liis hat, and remarked :
“Said ye wanted that waggin at 'bout
three o'clock, didn't ye f"
“Yes, Mr. Stubbs,” said Dot and 1
Then he went away again, ami didn’t
come back for an hour, this time with his
hat on his head.
“Hullo, Mr. Stubbs," said Cadwallader,
one of the men, a hopeless invalid, come
for the sea air. with whom the rainy day
had made us acquainted.
“Found your
hat
Lucky you come in jest when you
did--jest thinkin' ’bout advertisin’for it
in the Boston papers.”
Cadwallader was a man of about fifty,
a genuine Yankee, with none of the Yankee culture, whose native humor had not
been driven out by years of illness.
Ya’al, vase, i found it: 'twarn't gone
for mg.”
Mr. Stubbs was never quite at
ease under Cadwallader's chaff.
“Lessee.
You said you wanted that boss’long 'bout
half past two, didn't ye .'"
“Yes,” said Dot, acridly.
••Yase, I calc’lated that was the time
ye said.”
"That’s one of your hard-working New
Fngland farmers, upon whom the atmosphere has no etfect, I suppose,” said Dot,
as he left the room.
Mr. Stub’:.s was a splendid specimen ot
this race physically.
He stood six feet
two, I believe, and looked strong enough
to plow an acre or two before breakfast
and think nothing of it, after the mariner
of the ordinary centenarian who has never
used tobacco in any form.
But if he did
anything of this kind he was very still
about it—very still, indeed. His wife and
daughter, quiet and intelligent women,
managed everything quietly and intelligently, hut Mr. Stubbs seemed to expend
a large quantity of time “harnessin’ up.”
\Ve never quite learned wlia’. he harnessed up for.
“Wa'al, Mr. Stubbs," said <'adwallader,
later in the morning, “where you hen
this long time ?”
“Wa’al, I've been over to see Wilson
'bout the boss them ladies wanted.
Ye
said ye wanted it 'tween two and three,
didn’t ye
Dot didn't answer. She was t usily put
out with Mr. Stubbs -mud; more easily
than I. I don't think it was so much because nr>
temper was swcetei, but because she was more practical.
I was
mildlv interested to know how many
tune.- lie could say it lu-fute the wagon
came: so it was I that answered:
••Yes nearer three. Mr. Stubbs.
“Yan
Wa'a!. 1 t1 ■! i him I thought ye
said sot if.
ere ’long there.
! le'li be
here."
Said J let :
"i! lie .-ays anything more
about that wagon 1 shall throw this ink
bottle at him."
s tid Cad
••(Join’out to ride, ain't ye
wallader. ••Thought 1 heard. Mr Stubbs
say snthi: about it."
After ear one o’clock dinner we were
up in our room reading, when Mr. Stubbs
opened the door at the foot of the stairs.
“Gals !" said he.
Dot threw ller book down, with an exclamation.
“See what it is. D.it.'" said 1, lazily. "I
fancy he wants to know just what time
we want that
carriage."
"Well .'" -aid Dot, over the stair rail,
with such asperity that i wondered be
didn’t quail: but Mr. Stubbs was not of
the stuff that quails.

carriage,

;

1

;
i

t

j
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j

j

“Lessee- ye didn't want that waggin
till long about three, did ye? Ye didn't
want it right after dinner, didn't ye
I laughed faintly.
“You might tell
hi in we'd like it about three. Dot." I

suggested.
“Xo, we didn’t," said she, with per-1 gave
haps unnecessary emphasis.
you the hour."
••\ase.
Wa’al, I guess he’ll be here
’bout the right time. He’s pretty sure
to be along."
With grim determination Dot shut the
door and took up her hook, and we read
in silence for an hour. Then 1 looked at
my watch.
“Dot," said I, “isn’t that wagon coming between half-past two and threef"
i think

“Gals," said a familiar voice, “it's
pretty nigh three o’clock, and the waggin’s here. 1 told him I didn’t b’lieve

you catenated to go much before three."
We drove up the quiet street, by the
post-office and village store combined,
with its group of idlers, who had listened
w ith such unanimous and
flattering interest when we had given our names on the
living-room at our right.
occasion of c ur first inquiry tor letters,
j
“ies,” said Dot, dryly, “this is the ! Over the
bridge, and up the short hill!
Sabbath stillness of the country,"
from Hie crest ot winch was that broad
It will readily be seen by the most
view ot the blue water, the remembrance I
careless reader of the abov e conversation
of which now as i write gives me a feelthat Dot was given to snubbing mfc at
ot homesickness.
There was some1 feel it only due to myself ing
every turn.
thing charmingly novel to ns both in thus
to state that 1 am really very nice and
starting out to drive, we knew not where,
very sensible; but if I had not*been well
and with no more definite object in view
grounded in the facts of the case she than to see if
anybody lived in these siwould often have contrived to make me
lent houses,
still tne same down-drawn
feel rather foolish.
This time, however,
it was ditiirult not to acknowledge the curtains, the same grass-giown path to
the front door, the same look of utter sethree of her satire, and I laughed.
clusion.
Four men were playing euchre in the
"Xu wonder Xew Englanders are not
next room.
They were our only fellow Roman Catholics.'” said
Dot.
“What’s
boarders in this out-of-the-way farmthe use of convents ?”
as
we
had
and,
made
out
from
house,
“-Vt the next house with a brass knocktheir conversation at the table, bad come
er 1 shall stop, knock, and
walk in if
out for some shooting.
They played euI! let me.
I will see if the doors are
chre during most of their odd hours, and they
real or imitation."
two ot them wen* always quarreling over
It was some time before we cam*' to
the lead, the play, the deal or the score, i
such a place.
\\ e were about two miles
Due ot the others tries to ele r the air bv
from tlie village now, and the houses
a genial laugh when words wax too warm,
but it is not effectual, and the fourth con- were by no means near together.
When
tents himself with silence till, weary of wc did, 1 jumped out, and without heedcontention, he shouts, “I said ‘l’ass.’ ing Dot's ironical inquiries as to wltat I
What do you say?" This brings them was going to do when I succeeded in efback to business for the time being.
fecting an entrance, tied the horse and
W e had been in the house two
days, opened the gate. Site followed me, of
The gate did not move easily
and we devoted much of our time to course.
speculations in regard to these four men. on its hinges, and the old-fashioned dowers that had been
1 hey took not the slightest
planted each side of
apparent notice of us though we took breakfast, din- the walk twined themselves across it and i
made a green malted bed out of what
ner and supper at the same table, and
was
met them at every turn.
originally a pebbled put It 1 stepped
“Do you think it would seem odd if 1 on the large stone before the door, and
rang the door-hell opposite, and asked: raised the heavy knocker. Clang! clang!
•Please, do any folks live here? And if It rang through the silent air, and reverthey do, bad they just as lief come and berated through what was perhaps an
stand around in the front.yard a few min- empty house
utes each day ?' ”
“Dot,” said 1, “I’m seared.”
"I don't know," said Dot, doubtfully.
“Df course you are,” said Dor, severe
“It might seem odd in some places, but l.V, “and I'd like to know wliat
you will
perhaps here they always wait to bo say when they will open the door. I've
no doubt it's an olfense
urged."
equal to petty
“1 shall try it, if we stay here a week. larceny, or assault and
battery at the
1 must know if they always climb the very least, to go to the front door when
hack fence, so as not to disturb the front there’s a side one to be had.”
walk when they come to make a real
I turned quite pale at the thought.
\ ou ve no excuse to give," w ent on
neighborly sit-down visit, and why.”
“Why do you let it worry you so?”
Dot, pitilessly, “and they’ll tine you, and
“Because 1 can't help it.
I’ve been in it'll be a pretty thing to get into the
this place two wholedavs, and I know no Maine papers, and lie
copied into the
more about my neighbors than I did the
Connecticut ones, and come to the eyes
evening I came and I never want to of your unsuspecting family.”
know anything more except about my
There was a gloomy outlook, but there
neighbors. I’ve laughed and been con seemed little danger of its immediately
temptuous about the petty curiosity of becoming actual experience. They didn’t
country villages, but now—curious! If I seem to mind that knocker any more
lived here six months I’d know just how than some people do an ear trumpet,
much this girl gave for her new bonnet Emboldened by the unbroken silence I
ribbon, and whether or not it was a rem- gave Dot a defiant look and let it fall
It crashed louder than before
nant, while if a young man went to see again.
her, I’d go and ring the door-bell, and Still no signs of life in or about the house.
insist upon knowing his middle name."
“Perhaps it’s a deaf-and-dumb asy-

‘‘Nothing

tint the fact of the house becould excuse that,” said Dot,
We waited a few minutes.
We heard some one coming around the
house.
A small girl appeared, hatless
and shoeless, but neat and very pretty.
I smiled in a weakly way. in order to ingratiate myself if possible, but she seemed to be little influenced by such forced

ing on fire
decisively.

cheerfulness.

*'Ma says if 'twas you as knocked, you
ken step 'round to the other door,” she

observed

length.
Dot a despairing glance.
at

I gave
This
was to be the end of it, then —the other
door, after all! Dot was maliciously
amused, but we both stepped around.
A

pleasant-looking

woman met us.

Wa’al, 1 declare for't, there
somebody there, warn't there ?"
■■

was

she
ith a smile.
I don't pay much
attention to that front door, but Hattie
she 'lowed there was some one there.
Been try in’the knocker, ain’t ye? That's
the biggest knocker there is in those
parts, 1 guess. Won’t you walk in and
set down t"
i saw by Dot’s expression that the burden of the conversation was to be left entirely to me, and felt the full consequences of my temerity, i walked m, therefore,
to gain time.
The kitchen which we entered was like all kitchens familiar to
country v isitors. There was an old clock
in the corner, an ironing-table, a small
cooking-stove, the necessary cooking
utensils, and little else save that in
what would have been the chimneycorner but for the ugly stove sat a very
old woman.
She was not knitting ; she
was looking straight before her, and she
took no notice of our entrance.
“We don't hardly ever use that knocker,” went on our hostess, who seemed
really rather pleased to see us. “ There
don’t anybody hardly ever go to the front
door anyway
It's so much handier to
come right 'round here.”
“Can we have a glass of water?' I
asked, meekly ; “it's so warm driving."
As a matter of fact it was not very
warm driving, but neither of us thought
o! that
As she bustled off to draw the
water for us at the well, Dot said, with
an air of malevolent triumph :
“1 knew you would have to come to it:
I was sure you couldn't think of any thing j
else, and drinks of watei are always ,n
order.”
“Like to have you set awhile," was the ;
hospitable invitation extended to us. I
“Law sakes! no, you ain't keepin’ me!
from anythin’! All chores are done long !
Been vvorkin’ on this carpet more i
ago.
for suthiif to do."
"That is your mother, 1 suppose,” said
I Jut, ri" lectfully designating the old lady
in the corner.
"No, she's my grandmother. She’s
eighty-seven now. She’s done a power
of knitting in her time—'most always see
her with a ball of yarn—but she ain't
touched it now in over a week. She can’t
hear jo, nor me either -she's deaf as an
adder.
You have to holler to make her
hear anythin’, but hollerin' ain't done it
lately. She's been just as you see her
now, hardly movin’, senee a week ago."
"Hut aren't you anxious about her?”
inquired Dot.
“No.
Grandmother ’ll come ’round
pretty soon. Ii's nothin' but a kind of a
shock she's had. She was alway s easy upset, grandmother was. senee she w as a girl,
and she never wanted anybody ter take
notice ol her, and she always come'round,
she was kind of shook up this time, 1

said,

w

guess."
"Was this shock any thing like paral?" asked 1) >t,
sympatkizingly.
“No: 'twas smilin' she read out of a
newspaper, and it seemed to strike her
all of a heap just like that.”
1M and I maintained a discreet silence. but our curiosity was overwhelm-

ysis

iug.
“C’ur'ous, too, should strike her that j
way.
P'raps y'd like to hear the story f”
"We should, very much, if y ou wouldn't !
mind telling us.”
"Law. no! 1 wouldn’t mind tollin’ ye,
and grandmother wouldn’t mind lievin’
me.
It ain’t much of a story, but it’s
sort of cur’ous the way it come out.
I
heard the first part of it from my mother,
and it's a sort ol a pity she couldn’t have
known the endin' on't. Wu’al, when
grandmother was a young woman- -hev
to begin quite a spell hack, you see—she
was han'some, they said, as
any picter
you'd want to see, and she had a sight of
young mei: alter her. She was pretty
good friends with 'em all, I guess, anil
warn’t in no particular hurry 'bout pickin,
Law sake's! why should
any oil ’em out.
she be! Han’soine and smart and run after, no wonder she warn’t in any hurry !’’
And her granddaughter sighed a little
enviously : she was rat hi r hard-featured
herselt, and very likely had had no such
wide tic Id for selection.
‘•There

come a
time when she didn’t
to want to wait m longer, though,
and the man she picket kinder s’prised
seem

her

folks

and

'most everybody eise.
young feller, too, 1 guess,
hut he didn't seen to be that much better
than any of the rest.
He was real goodlookin’, and sorter capable, too, and
seemed dretful fond of grandmother; but
he warn't—wa’al he warn't forehanded,
and didn't seem to be that to be depended on somehow ; had never failed anybody
as 1 know on, but lie seemed sorter onsettied.
He warn’t raised ’round here, but
lieM come bore to live without any of his
folks coinin’ with him, and lie was always
pleasant spoken, and folks liked him well
enough—but arter all they was s’prised.
Hut grandmother she set great store by
him, and arter they’d kept company fora
while they set the day for the weddin'.”
It was very strange for us two girls to
be sitting here in this old-fashioned
kitchen, looking at this old, silver-haired,
sdent woman, and listening to the story
ol her v oting romance, while she sat by
unheal ing and unheeding what was once
the breath and beauty of her life.
Tv\ as goin’ to be quite a weddin’," went
on this practical.woman before
us, who
had taken up the rag carpet again, and
worked as she talked, while the old clock
ticked away the minutes just as it had
ticked the swift moments of that courtship when in this very kitchen probably,
those two figures of the dim past were
keeping company. Jin passant, we would
like to ask why it is that the temptation
to moralize about a clock is so irresistible,
“ljuite a weddin’ as vveddin’s went then,
and grandmother had a new dress sent
down from Hiddeford, and there warn’t
no end to the
homespun linen and things,
and she was dretful sot up about it allseemed as if nobody'd ever been married
before.
Wa’al the night before the weddin' day he was here settin’ in this kitchen and talkin’ to her
just the same as
ever, 'bout what was coinin’ and ’long
toward nine be got up and said lie guessed he’d be goin’ along. There warn’t
nothin’ out of the way with him that
anybody ever could remember, and I
don't niore’n half believe there was then.
Wa’al, anyway, he said good nignt, and
he went away. The next mornin’ he
didn’t come as early as he might ’a done,
but no one thought anythin’ of it. till the
minister come over; and then grandmother— she’d been very pert all the
mornin’—got kind of white, and said
perhaps suthin’ had happened, and they
sent over to the place where he
lived, but
he warn’t there.
It got later and later,
and then, they say, grandmother kinder

Likely enough

williams she had in her hand out of the
window : his name was William Lucas.”
“And didn’t he come f” asked Dot and

I, breathlessly.
“No, he didn't
well he didn't, I

come.
Just as
guess: I think he was
never

kind of mean sperrited.”
“But what was the reason? Was he
killed? What had become of him?”
“Law sakes, no! ho warn’t killed.
’Twas found out he went off in the stage,
and you ken b’lieve nobody thought of
ruunin’ arter him
and she gave a little
toss to her head on the part of outraged
womanhood.
“No, but why, why did he do it? There
must have been a reason."
“Yes, there must have been a reason,
but no one 'round here ever kuowed what
it was. Some folks said ‘Melia Downs,
that used to live next door, went with
him. 'cause she’d gone somewhere the
same day, but there warn't no truth in
that, for she’d only gone to get patterns,
and she came back in two days and set
up in the manty-makiug business. She
was dretful mad about it, and said she
never set eyes on him.
Some said lie
liked her ; and she liked him well enough,
1 guess.
But sakes! there warn’t no law
agin’ his marryin' her if lie’ ’a wanted
ter."
“And is that all ?” persisted Dot. “Was
there never anything more?”
“No, there warn’t never anythin’ more
to that.
Some folks kinder pitied her
—but, law ! there warn't no pity in’ grandmother.
You'd 'a thought it had all been
done a-purpose.
By-and-by gran'ther,
wlio'd known her all along sence before
this feller come, lie kept persistin' and
persistin', he was dretful sot, gran’ther
was, and at last she took him, and was a
good wife to him—everybody said that.
Nobody ever heard any more and I don't
b'lieve it. ever troubled her much after
she'd married gran'ther.
But about a
week ago she was readin’ out of a newspaper, a little at a time, the way she does,
when she gave a queer little noise and
fainted clean away.
I brought her teas much as she’d come, that is—and then
1 looked in the paper and there was his
death noticed. He died in Cuba, or some
place like that. William Lucas, aged
eigluy-seveii—they were just of an age—
and she’s been like you see her now ever
sence.”
So that was the end of it. From twenty
to eighty -seven—what a lifetime ! and she
had fainted at the news of his death.
We thanked her and went away.
■■I always thought lie was ineau-sperrited," she said.
said Dot, sententiously,
“is
"Hi,
your curiosity satisfied, and do you realize that romance is not inseparably connected with a young man ringing the
front door hell and a sgirl peeping through
the fiont window blinds?”
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Cobequid Bay,
high, and crestLt />
ed with foam
it is called by the natives) plainly defined and advancing at a rapid
rate.
As it came near and passed us we could
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The realistic
begun in the November Century, entitled
"Tin; Christian League of Connecticut,” is attracting much attention among business men.
(practical businessmen being leading characters
m the story) and
many letters have been received heartily appreciating its purpose, which is
to suggest practical methods of Christian cooperation rather than Christian union. A western lawyer writes as follows : "I wish to express my personal thanks for the article about
the Christian League in the November Century, and my appreciation of its broad, sound,
true teachings.
It is the first practical suggestion 1 have ever heard or seen in print, looking
to the essence and fulfillment, in the broad
meaning, of our Lord’s teachings; and it will.
I trust and think, have a broad and general influence.
The Christian League of Connecticut’
was founded by
phenomenally practical.prompt,
serial

■

clear-headed, warm-hearted,and common-sense
Christians, such as are not readily gathered in
real life, and I shall feel greatly interested in
the development and life of the’League.’ If,
however, the realization of such a league is not.
among the possibles, the very suggestion of
what such an organization might be. and of
what it might accomplish, may lead to efforts

toward Christian unity that shall far exceed in
results what has been done.”

important meeting of the Maritime Exchange was held in New York, Friday, at which
Messrs. Rogers, Whitmore and Houghton were
An

present as representatives of the Bath Board of
Trade. The following recommendations were
made to Congress: Abolition of three months’
extra wages to seamen discharged with their
own consent in foreign ports.
All stores and
rigging for vessels in foreign trade, and to and
from the Pacific, to be imported free of duty.
Abolition of all consular fees against, vessel’s.
Individual liability of ship owner to be limited
to his proportion" of the
ownership. Also approval of the bill now before Congress, providing that the compensation for passage of sick
and destitute seamen be changed from the
present rates of $10 to fifty cents per day.
( aptains on passing an examination to be allowed to pilot their own vessels.
An executive
committee consisting of Messrs. Whitmore,
Burt and Welsh was appointed to represent the
views of the convention before Congress, and
the special committee of Congress on shipping,
which met in New York, Wednesday.
Mr. Hudson, the Boston Herald’s Washington correspondent, predicts that the tariff discussion this winter will split the Democratic
party in two and that the Republicans will win
mi easy victory in 18K4.
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name is conspicuous in even
for the good of ihe town. Besides
in navigation, mc-t of the resiinterested
being
dents have farms; the land being of n claycv
loan holds the dressing and is well adapted to
hay. The hay i- pressed and finds a ready market. Great interest is taken in the cause uf eduI
cation dipt.
Xicklcs and others have
joined ill llii erection of a nice aeadi m\ huiiding, where some forty young ladies aiv being
instructed in the higher hraneln of education.
This obviates tin necessity of sending them
away from home for an education. Tie Searsport Spool and Block Manufacturing Ci>nipan\
manufacture spools for thread, etc!, and send
their products to the western markets. There
are a national bank and a savings hank, of
which Chas. F. Gordan is cashier, which are
on
a
'mind and nourishing basis. The town
lias a Masonic lodge, temperance organizations,
a commodious town hall, two churches, and a
population of some twenty-live hundred. Howard Owen, in Maine Farmer.
movement

Our

Life

Having

Service.

conformity with an act of Congress, approved May 4, Issy, “to promote the cfficienev

of the life saving service, and to encourage the
saving of life from shipwrecks." a general circular lias been issued by the treasure department containing regulations for earning this
act into effect. The regulations require: First,
that keepers and crews of life saving and lifeboat stations undergo a thorough physical examination by medical officers of the marine hospital service detailed for that purpose, and that
certificates of such examination, showing the
exact physical condition of each mail, he tiled
in the office of the general superintendent.
Second, that hereafter each keeper, before enlisting a man in his crew, shall require him to
produce a certificate of examination by a medical officer, showing his physical condition, and
that lie is physically qualified to perform the
duties of siirfinan. Third, by reason of the perilous service, when any wound or injury is received, or disease contracted, hv a member of
the service while in line of <lutyr, the
keeper of
the station to which such member belongs will
notify the general .superintendent of the details,
in order that the superintendent may decide the
length of time such incapacitated member tnav
be carried on the rolls. The regulations do not
apply to volunteer crews or to surf men who
have undergone the required examination. See.
S of the act referred to
provides for pensions
to the sun ivors of those who die ill the service.
The regulations state that, upon request of
claimants entitled to the benefits thereof, advice will be given as to the manner of procedure.
The bitter tight which lias already opened between Kandall and Carlisle for the Speakership
of the next Democratic House, is not
simply a
contest between the two men for a high position, but a struggle between the two opposing
view sin the Democratic party respecting the
tariff'. Carlisle represents the’free traders, the
men who want our tariff' divested of its
protective character and all duties tixed at the point
where they will yield the most revenue, i.e..
encourage importation. Kandall. on the contrary, represents the Democrats who believe in
a protective tariff*.
It is more than probable
that the struggle over this question iu the Democratic ranks will prove an entering wedge to
a Democratic
disruption in 1884.
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shore at noon. It is truly interesting to witness
this wonderful phenomenon of nature, which
often

is little appreciated, It
appreciated, cov-wr. for

-ecu

1

i- often
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small vessels

are smv to be dashed
upon the shore and d<
stroyed ft proper precautions are not taken.
\\v were to-day talking \v ;!li a young fisherman

who. with

companion, in a clear day. lost
near losing his life in sight
by not making due allowance for

one

his boat and

came

of his home

the power of the tide as he sailed in toward his
anchorage. Truly. He made the sea and it is
His. and He holds the waters as in the hollow
of His hand. As wo watch the ebb and flow of
the tide we wonder who can view such manifestations of tin forces of nature, occurring
with tin deviating

without

regularity for uncounted ages,
feeling of devout reverence for that

a

Supreme Power that holds the very existence
of countless worlds within the control of natural laws, unchangeable as He Himself is declared to he.
i* 1*0111

.unman,'l we keep the shore road to
We t’uul that formerly all along tin*
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coast lien-much

shipbuilding was done, a dozen
built each year within a distance
few miles. This gave employment t<> a

vessels
ol

a

being

people for so thinly a settled place.
Money circulated freely,capital was invested in
navigation, and the people wen*gen- rally prosperous. <>nly one ve--el is now on the stocks

great many

this section, business i- dud and the young

in

people are Hocking away to the States. Everything has a piiet. Sunday-like aspect lien* now.
Little money is moving and prices of all kinds
are

lower tban

w

itli us.

In many country villages we tind very few
young people. It i- mostly old folks and
youngsters, a- they call them hen-. There are
many exceptions, hut the young people generally turn toward- the States a- the place where
their labors will he most generously rewarded.
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and tie* stranger
is seldom turned from their door. To<>r though
Ilnur fare may be. the) an* ready to share it with
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others. One notices a decided ditl'eivmv in tie*
bill* <‘f fare and in the methods of preparing
food in t:.e country inn- and farmhouses as com-

pared with us in Maine.
I) plain hut wholesome.
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spoon. Forks
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often set without them,

a

oatmeal i- eaten 1>\

taking i< from the plate in a spoon and dipping
it into a gold, t of milk, one spoonful at a time.
Boiled eggs are eaten from the shell with a
.-poou. with the addition of butter and oMier
seasoning as may he desired. We have drank
but

one cup of cotL e since we left Maine, ami
have stopped tit man) inns and with tin
families who are well to do.
In the street.- and
we

with teams

they turn to the i.-fr. while we turn
the right. The lmad of a f amil) asks a hies—
mg at each meal, let hi- primip!> he what th-v

to

may. They are deeply iutt re-t« d in polities, ami
free trade or protection is discussed in a -pm t
wa) at ever) corner grocery. Their sympathy
with u- instead of with England, but th- \4a:

loyal to tie flag, and while Victoria lives tie y
will he true to her, hut :inv futur-* ruler who
•lltTonr.'n
11 poll 11)1*11* liluTtl'-. mil)
\V♦ 11 !».*'Van*
Th"ii_rh e.i.vful in .limiting i:. tiny. :t*
we 111 in k. 1 m 1:. vi' that from tin* Arctic ocean to
tin* Cult'-.f
we slnil evcntuallx
one
people. T!ie\ ;»r«-1si ! e <tai• 1 ami slow than \v<•.
havi fewer b.tnks ;uul papers; tin y have
they
their wa>s and w. ha\" mirs. though livimr *<»
near each other, hut our interests and our symTwo wn k> have, ot
pathies are the e:iin
course,given me hut a glimpse of tin* people and
of a portion'-t^tlie l’mvinee. !mt >o tar 1 eau
But s«p v.
only sjn ak well of them.
•

»

I'm: L.v’it-:

Hfnuy

Kxk.mis or Camio

n.

Cauideu correspond, if «.**nt to its the following obituary notice, ton late fur last weeks'

Our

paper : Mr. Knights was horn at »>ti«die!d, Me..
1 >» »*. 11. DIO, and lacked hut a few days of be-

ing 72 years ,»f age. at the time of his death, lie
started in life a poor hoy. and 1 iran business in
Camden in Did, as a dealer in >tov»*> and tin
In DC! he married Mi" Jane Dyer, who
ware.
survives him.

dustry,

By careful management and inKnights amassed quite a large for-

Mr.

11
trained his children to the same
habits which characterized his own life, and

tune.

two

of his

succeed him in his business.

cons

They had for

In

firmly

dashed and tossed

rudely

a

Council, whose

The next

early hour by

hank we could see, down
the wall of water some six feet

ji-

While visiting Belfast last week, and having
few hours to spare, vve crossed th “lower
bridge" anti rode down the road which is almost
as smooth
as a turnpike, five miles, to the havt u and snug harbor of sen
captains.the v illage
of bearsport. It would he almost sufficient recompense for a boisterous life amid the storms
and tempests of old ocean, to he stil'i of a few
years of calm and i|itiet in this restful and beautiful tow ii. It is a place where peace and plentv
I’ln re is a town farm, hut it
may he found.
has only two paupers upon it.
It i- -aft to call
every elderly and middle-aged gentleman von
meet "captain," for the most of the residents
are retired, wealthy
-ea captains,
and Hr ir
sons are at sea winning for tle tn.-elve- lie
“wherewithal." so that by and hv they may he
enabled to -eltie down in the town of tin ir nativity, and enter into the iv-t of tin fat her*.
The houses are capacious and elegant, built in
from the street, so as to aiMvv ampi- front
their
yards, and they talo the same care
house- and lands as they did of their m at and
trim \i—el- when they "plowed tin ocean
blue." The town i- so situated on the hay that
the inhabitants have the full benefit of the
breezes that at one point come directiv from
the open sea.
onseipiriitly, in ti..
season, these wealthy old families have
plenty
of city cousins a> company. Many of the old
families of the town are settled lierr
m ar
For instance, in the Pendleton
neighbors
family, nine brothers and sisters are living and
settled in the town. Among them is the Hon.

an

high

Commissioners?

The Middle and Western States.
Who pays their salaries?
The New England States.
What is a Tinted States shipping Commissioner, and his ditty ?
A C. S. S. Commissioner is a man appointed
to hold an office, furnish clerks etc., for anv
amount not to exceed §;i000, and lie able to lay
up four or five thousand a year. 11 is duty is to
collect all the fees he can impose, and make as
much trouble as possible for a ship.
Who framed the Cnited States Shipping Act?
It is almost an exact copy of the English Act
with several clauses inserted to increase the salary and stealings of the officials: English records alone can give the names of those who
framed the Act.
Wlmt is a United States Consul?
A United States Consul is a man chosen by
government to watch over and collect fees from
American ships in a foreign port: to see that no
Englishman. Frenchman, or Dutchman leaves
the ship without getting three months pay.
leaving one month for Government; (?) to
drink champagne with tourists, and hold a ship's
papers until all fees are paid.
Name some of the charges with which you
should ail be familiar?
Keceiving and delivering ship’s papers, one
cent per ton.
Noting protest, 5*2.00. Certificate that the papers are deposited, §2.00.
For
a
allowing seaman to sign articles in the office,
§’2.00(now unwisely reduced to §1.00.) O'rtiiieate of desertion. §1.00.
Copy of agreement,
si.50. “Official Visit’’on board, §5.00 and the
“drinks." etc., etc.
How do these charges compare with those of
other countries?
About threefold more.
I'pou what principle must all officials connected with vessels work?
I poti thi> same principle, and with the same
instructions as in the old "game of button”
ft::
1told hr ft till / t/t/'t
nrttl rati'/i it'/tat 1/
can.**
What is a seaman?
A seaman is any one who goes on board of a
ship and pays 40 cents a month to government,
$-.00 for shipping, f)0 ecu s for paying off, ami
•"> ets. for discharge. Let us unite’in
prayer.

called out at

in. The highest tides in the world are
here, and people come long distances to see
them. It sometimes rises in the Bay of Fundy
sixty or seventy feet in height. Here it rises
forty-five feet in about three hours, ami it is a
sight well worth seeing. As we stood on the

ped oil in ls74. and tin Republicans had onlv 4
majority in the Legislature on mint ballot: Put

the State went 24.000 strong for Ilaves.
Michigan too was down in ls74. Tim Republicans elected a governor In a majoritv of onlv
d.iiti!) against fto.oou for Brant in 'i'72." and had
a majority of ten
only in tin Legislature, but
Michigan gave Hayes i'l.ono majoritv.
Kansas fell oil' i’u IS74 from .12,non Republican majority to Pl.noO. hut rallied in Kt; and
gave Hayes 40,0001
Questions to Candidates for Office.
This review is useful to show that the ReS' ITH THKIlt AXSW EltS.
publii m party is capable of -arriving ivveises
as great as those of this
Ii is of course
year.
We copy as follows from the < Icean t lironicle,
necessary to take proper action for the removal
published by ('apt. E. I*. Nichols on board sliip of the causes which have led to the present disFrank Pendleton—extra edition issued at Kin,
aster.
In New York the war of the stalwarts
and half-breeds, and in l'1 imsylvania tile
ani>Tuly 27, 1SN2. The captain presents some home eron
and anti-Cameron feuds’may he soothed
thrusts in a pointed manner:
the
nomination
of
a
by
presidential candidate
who belongs to neither of the factious,
" hat is a ship?
in the
A sliip is a construction constructed of wood,
Western Mates the local causes which ltd this
iron and other mater.al; it is propelled by wind year to defeat will either he removed or will lie
and sails: goes to all parts of the world with overlooked ill the stress and intensity of a
merchandise. .Ships are built by private indi- presidential election. When tin’nation conics
to face tin danger of an accession of the l>rmoviduals and controlled by government.
crats to full power in the gov .•nment. minor
For what purpose are ships made?
To maintain Shipping Commissioners in the differences ami discontents will fade away in
home ports, Consuls in foreign ports; to pay 1 the pivst uce of greater responsibilities and
town tax, and assist the general government.
perils. Let not the hearts of Rcpuhlicans fail
them. There is good hope in the future if we
(Htglit any of these taxes to be abolished?
Yes. the town tax should be abated and add- hut Use our opportunities wisely. and th atilieed to the Consuls and Commissioners fee.
timis which now set m grievous nitty work for
Die
town to which a sliip belongs lias no claim on a
edification amt renewing of strength. 'Portvessel after she is launched.
land Press.
" hat states furnish must of the ships?
The New England States.
"’hat states furnish most of the Consuls and
A Town by the
Bay.

the Maitland shore.

on

we were

come

:
ik*

We were wet and

liost to see the famous Slmbenaeadie lole

our

Ohio in 1X74 gave Beli, Democratic candidate
for Secretary of State. 17,262 majority, and the
Legislature was Democratic bv a maioritv of
fifteen. But Ohio gave 7,000 for Havel;
Indiana Democrats elected in 1X74 Nett', fur
Secretary of State, by a majority of 17.2-V2. and
bad 16 majority in tic Legislature. They nnlv
f>!«im U>,|,n0 tli*.‘!v/ to-'.luv.
Colorado elected in D7l Patti-on. I'emoerat.
delegate to Congress by a majoritv of 2.163. ami
the Legislature elected the Haves electoral
ticket iu 1x76.
Nevada Democrats elected Bradley governor
in 1x71 b\ a majority of 2..’>x.’,. Nevada
gave
Hayes iu 1x76 a majority of l,ooo.
Oregon elected Grover. Democrat, in 1x74 bv
a majority of 3,1X1, and the Democrats had a
majority of 34 cm joint ballot in the Legislature.
Oregon gave Hayes 1,000 majority !
W isconsin elected a Legislature in 1x74,
which was Democratic by Pi majority on joint
ballot; but Wisconsin gave llavex 7.060 niajnriii

flew across the river.

we

chilled with lhe cold, short as the sail was. and
gladly availed of the hospitality of the River-

Congressmen.

-•i

but

hospitality,

remembering that this is a business as well as
pleasure trip, and that business should precede
pleasure, we took the stage for the Ferry. A
ride in a nasty, drizzling rain through any see
tion of the country is devoid of romance, and
this one was no exception to the general rule.
Arriving at Cobequid river, the prospect was
anything but inviting. It was Hood tide, the
w ind was blowing fiercely, and the muddy waters from the Bay of Fundy presented their
traditional roughness. There was nothing to do
but go ahead, however, and stepping into the
little boat the sail Was spread, and like a bird

impres-

sion of permanency to existing conditions. A
vt rv slight inspection of recent
political events
will correct this optical illusion and show that
there is no real ground for despair of the future. The Hartford Evening Post lias been
over the figures of the elections of l^Tf. which
present a striking resemblance to those of !xs-j.
"The country at that time, under pressure of
various discontents, went largelv Democratic,
hut returned to its right min'd in 1x76. a- we
expect it to do in lxx4.
To begin with our own State : Maine, in 1x74
gave a Republican majority less hv 20.UQ0 than
it gave in 1X72, but it went for Haves in lx;*;
by a majority of 16,000.
Massachusetts in 1874, elected Gaston, Democrat, Governor by a majoritv of 7.032. and
then, as now, elected the rest of the Republican State ticket. Two years later it
gave Haves
40.000 majority.
In New Hampshire, in 1x74, Weston, D moerat, had a plurality of 1.460. and there was a
Democratic majority of 17 in the LegUlaturr.
Hut New Hampshire" gave 3.000 for Haves!
In Connecticut Mr. Ingersoll, Democrat,
had carried the Start1 in 1x73 hv a maioritv or
in 1S74 was re-elected by a majority
•>,S14,_and
of 6,7X2.
Mr. Waller, Democrat, is chosen
Governor this year by a m ijority of less than
3.000 in it total poll of nearly 120.000. or 40.000
more votes than were cast ir, 1x74.
The Democrats had in D74 a majority of
fiftv-eigbt on
ballot
in
the
joint
Legislature; now the Repuh
lieans have both houses hv a maioritv of at
least thirty.
New York, tu 1x7 4. gave liklenfor Governor over JO,000 majority, and
'hough the state
went tile same way by a less majority in ix70.
when Tilden was the Presidential cundidat*
vet. ax we all know, the situation wax
exceptional by the misapprehension of Tilden’x reforms and the weakness of the Republican
candidate.
Pennsylvania iu 1x74 gave i.atta. Democratic
candidate for Treasurer, a maioritv of 4.07:1
and elected a Legislature1 which had a Democratic majority on joint ballot. Hut Penn-vlvania gave lx.000 for Hayes!
New Jersey in !x74 elected Head].1. Democrat, for Governor, by a majority of 13.233. and
tie1 Democrats laid a majority of 17 in the
Legislature. New Jersey is no worse oft’ to-dav
having just elected a majority of liepublica’n

Ik-...

At Truro we

found kind friends and cordial

47.

give
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Moose Brook, Nov. 7,1882.

The Political Outlook.
‘‘We'll take a drive to-morrow, if you lum,” suggested Dot, in a whisper. Why plucked up and said she guessed he
like, and see if we can’t find out some- she whispered 1 didn’t pause to ask. It warn’t cornin’, and took off her white
KNCOi:RAGING PARAI.I.KI.S,
seeiued illogical and unnecessary in the dress quiet as anythin’ and took a cup of
thing about somebody.”
At the moment of a great political defeat it is
The next day it rained, and my impa- face of her own hypothesis, but she cer- hot tea and went to lay down—she’d
difficult to realize that it is not necessarily fintience grew with delay. I think Dot was tainly did whisper. Disturbed by this been on her feet a good deal get tin’ al. To be sure
political history in all free
impatient and curious too, but she would idea, I plied the knocker four or five ready. The only thing anybody could countries is full of examples of marked and
time
not allow it.
ssuccessively, and then paused, remember seein’ her do out of the com- rapid changes in public sentiment; but the
Certainly, when the sun
present situation so tills the eye as to obscure
mon was to pitch a little branch of sweetcame out the day after, she lost no time
startled at my own rashness.
the historic
and to
an

row.

<

h

It?

Time to live better—
Give up that grudge—
Vnswerthat letter—
Speak that kind word, to sweeten a sorrow:
l)o that good deed you would leave till to-mor-

Aim
in
st'fk .it market: Cattle. PAT; sheep
d before a clear anil lam’".-, 2*;<>»•. -w in*.*, 14.2; veals, T*»; number
iay
western '-.title,
northern ami eastern cattle,
i’*: -.last from an hour and a half !
;s.
>ivl
rattle k I or Hi live weight, r\lr;i
basting < nstantly and | ITnea 7 27*; second, $
1 o: 11 i t > $7 ".7C « 7 7_>; hirst. $d 12
b
with, butter.
Serve with its
27>«n oo; third.
2’)m7> 12
<>i

the !

'did

i9

What time is it?
Time to do well—

■

u

Time

NUMBER

THE SHUBEXACADLE
TRURO TO .'TVIT* AND.
TIDES.
GLIMPSES OP THE COUNTRY AND
THE PEOPLE.

years been partners. When
the Camden National hank wa< organized and,
sonic

chartered, Mr. Knight* was elected president,
which position lie held at the time of his death.
In all his business transactions Mr. Knight was
and honorable. Asa member of society he

just

was

esteemed and

gational
place at

church

as a

member of the Congrellis funeral took

loved,

was

his residence on Kim street, the 10th
hist. at 2 o’clock i\ m.. and was attended by the
members of Amity and St. Paul lodges, masons
in a body and by numerous friends and ac-

quaintances.

On the afternoon of the funeral
the woolen mills closed, schooner John K. M rrow

raised her

suspended

in

Hags

at

Mr.

Beans*

half mast and work was

yard,

and at

two

o’clock the hank and stores were all closed. The
funeral services were conducted by ltev. W. K.
Cross, of whose church Mr.
member.

ily

Knights was a
remaining members of the famsympathy of this community in

The

have the

their sad bereavement.
The Belfast Age says the Democrats at the
last session of Congress did not vote to abolish
the taxes on whiski \ and tobacco. The Age is
mistaken in part. The Democrats of the House
did vote solidly in eoimnitteeof tin* whole, when
1 be internal tax bill was under consideration,
to abolish the entire tax on tobacco, and to reduce the tax on whiskey. Every careful observer of political tendencies understands full
well that the abolition of the taxes on whiskey
:ind tobacco will be a part of the Democratic
programme. The New York Sun, a leading
Democratic paper, has a leader putting forth
this as the Democratic programme. [Lewiston
Journal.
l’is hard to make a dollar bill
Cover the needs of ten;
’Tis hard to get a rooster’s crow
Krom out a clucking hen;
’Tis hard to listen to a horn
Which other people blow ;

And, oh ! *tis bard to wait two years
For the Democrats to go.

[Rochester Post-Express.

Maine
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S
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GAIA VMZING.

li.n i- galvanizing ami galvanizing, said a
man of the guild to is la-t week.
"1 suppose
said he. as he skimnn d the lop
ll' the ziue.
"you Know that it is nnnji harder to galvanize
east iron than it is to galvanize wrought iron.
Th- ie are ijuite a number of men in the tow n
wlm ,-an galvanize wrought iron well enough,
but w ho can't pickle a piece of east ’roll so it
wi ! take. As for its ever costing 1J or lb cents
a
pound it is impossible. The secret of the
business i> in proper chaining ol’ the iron, ami
ihe best work is of course the handsomest."
Tlier
was nil imnicns,
number of samples
from informant's work, ami ii looked lik< the
-tor w ork, brilliant as silver.
There are soine
throe or four galvanizing shops in Hath and
turn
out
an
immense w eight of galvanized
they
iron ill a twilvemoiRh.hu! we couldn't help
that
there i- a difference in the
appreciating
appearance of different methods of llie work.
; Bath Times.

23,~18S2.
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Protection

Against Fires.

Thi summer drouth has continued into the
fail, and if winter sets in sharply, as it bids fair
t" <lo.it \\ ill shut oil’ the supply of water for wells
and reservoirs, which

unusually low.
successfully with a

are

now

How. then, are we to cope
tin- should one break out in the business portion >f the city? It is but a few months ago
that we had what may well be termed a provi-

journey men

-ailmakt ; s ot Hal h have organize!.! a sailmaker.- I nion. Hraneh unions
will hi organized in places between Bath ami
Portland where sailmakers are employed.
Active preparations are being made for lumbering peratioiis in tin Maine woods. and several
ws have already depart'd northward

d« iiti:il escape from a conflagration that would
havt dealt the material interests of the city a
terribh* blow,

work.

Beniamin A. Parker, aged 24. inis !»m held
s'2.ron ut North Berwick. Alt'., lot* sett mg tiis
!" his own house with intent to defraud tin- insurance coini.iany. and in s.'miKt for arson, in
burning another dwelling in lss|. |i js believed that Parle r has burned one school house,
two stable' and two dwellings within two
y ears.
Ur\. Father ( aviiev, who ha» lr cit ftilriiling
ilte vluti's
pastor a; >i. Man's (Catholic,
eliurch at (in at Falls. X. IF. has"been appointed pastor at Bangor.
At the .ast term of Court a Uuvkiaiid woman
applied for a divorce, u hieh was granted. Soon
alter tie
divorced woman married a second
knit
and went to housekeeping.
nNow.
.■
ouriel'-Ca/ette. the tirst or divoreetl hus'•aud ol tile u Oman is hoarding \\ ;l b iiis f, inner
wife and In I- newly married husband. There
t- nothing like
accommodating one's -elf t cir-

j h*• Journal then,

it had done

as

many invasions heretofore. called attention to this matter and urged that something
should lie done to secure additional protection
i'll

;n

against tires.

It is bettor to take steps in this

direction now than to wait until after the city
i' rippled in its resources and business, as it
would lie

extensive tire.

all

The old hand

enterprising
practically useless when buildings
than two stories ill height.
A steam

and i'

I'i.'if

nfi'iv

sr--

by

lias Is en discarded ill all

engine

engine

which can throw a greater volume of
water, t" a greater distance, and with better
eil-vt. is needed. Tile scant supply of water
would e\i'ti then 1“
emi! -r

s

disadvantage;

a

hut the

draw from greater distances than
a large portion of the

an

the hand engine, and in

cumstances.

I’lie K.i'tport Sentinel says tin■ repm that a
-a'age dog belonging to Sir. Wolf! at Millbridge had kilied and partially devoured a two
y ar Id child i titti rly untrue.
Mr. il-tiry A. Wing, lately eoini -ed with
he L wiston Journal, is to i..
the btisiuess manager of “The Live Snick -Moiithlv." a
ni w magazine devoted to horses, eattie,
sheep,
swine, etc., to b publish,.:
Portland In a
company of Pastern stock trader-. The hr-:
number will be issued about lh middle of I)etuber. -The l.iw si,,. ;, AF-mhlv" will be a
hands,.rm twenty-four p:._
lar.-c quarto. nu11 llislie.t with ii lie etigraxa; a! tin
ublisbl's intend to male it a model of
ivpngraphira!
\ eel iellee,
The failure of 1>. W. Ceolidge. ol Portland,
eoinmissioii mereliant in grain.
aitnoiineed.
i is- liabilities are prohabh about Slbo.onb. The
.'ii'
toge. money dii' freui a St. Louis tirm
-aid to haw be, a the iiimieiiiate eause of the
failure.
Mr. Feed of Maine i- among the latest Nnv
1 lugland arrivals in Washington. -Things look
titti- gloomy" remarked an old friend on
"X
if you look far enough
greeting him.
ah ad.” said lr as In went awav to ruimnagin a s, eoud-haiKl hook store.
About 14O.00U.0btl feet of log- u, l'e rafted till
.-t
a-oii at th,
Pettolisi'ot boom. Tb-' l aia. ed a; the Bantror boom amount to l- .o o.ouo

'■Ay could uv water from the harbor. We need,
of ours,-, and should have, an ample supply of

throughout the city, and the cost would
nothing compared with the lo-s of such a
as swept tbe city ill 1 '>73 and is liable to oc-

water

ie-

as

tin-

again.

cur

guards.

we

question

but that

should be done, and that quickly.
ed le

something

It is assum-

persons that any expenditure for
pi'".. ling tin city from fires would !"■ opposed
Li lie- e living outside till- city proper.
We
some

trii't. how- ver. there
Would

rtainh be

o-

ed. there
ation
in

an

at

i>

no

lit

It

mistaken view of the mat-

a

a

within tic

'•

feeling.

such

and tile

Uses,

and

no

iarg" amount of propertj is destroymust necessarily lie an increased valuthat remaining, to meet the city i-x-

if

r. !"f

is

burden would fall upon all
limits. The Journal is no more

ity

-s

in!, rested titan others, but call- the

i11 of citizens and authorities to t bis sub-

ject in the line of
The

Shore

public duty.

a

Line

Railroad

Scheme.

Ii,
M in, lav, i-being actively eul'or- d m
ic" klanil.
I'iie polio- l imr-day made a l.o-g,
izure at dames MeLawlItis. having i|i«em.• r- 1
his secret hiding place for liquors.
Fridat
tijorniug another good seizure was made at e
< oomtis'
place.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin. I
S. Minister to
Spain. I- on bis way borne, with his wife. Tin \
will arrive in New York the tirst w k of l>,’vcmlvr.
At :, meeting of the Maine state Home Mis-ioii soeieiy at the Free Baptist church in Bidd, ford Friday, the following wciv chosen ollifur tin- ensuing'year: Pre-id, lit. W
H.
r 'Wen. Ii. I).: Vice Presidents. (
F. Poini v,
I d. Hall: Cor.
.'secretary. 11. d. W hile: Ice.
s-'er-taty. -L M. Landn; Treasurer. Unfits
l> ring. Tile fiuaneial standing of the Soei-tv

The Portland Press reports a revival of the
Sho;,‘ Lilli■ Railroad project, and a change of

■

-■

between health ami disease. Every force that
lights successfully against disease should be hearii!v welcomed, siicli a force—a host in itself—is
Hunt’s Remedy, and its special line of attach is
against kidney and liver diseases, over which it
achieves a wonderful triumph. If yon have bodily
veakuess, an aching back, a general sense of weariless or inertia, or dropsical
symptoms; if the kid-

neys or liver are deranged, there is »o such medicine as Hunt’s Remedy.
It gives notice (nail such
diseases to quit.
Pennsylvania is right; both
Hunt’s Remedy and these diseases can’t survive,
and it is they that arc conquered.

Liebig Co’s Coca Beef Tonic
superior to the fashionable and illusive
preparations of beef, wine and iron,” says Professor E. \V. Hunt, M. I)., Honorary Member
Imperial
Medical Society of st. Petersburg, Russia, etc., etc.
It will reconstruct the most shattered and enfeebled,
reinvigorate the aged and intirm, and make sickly
children blooming and healthy. Invaluable in female complaints, removing irregularity, pains and
exhaustion. Quiets restless children and infants.
“I- far

Beware of worthless imitations.

prominent railroad men
inspection and considera-

publication of these statements lias
Bangor Commercial by the ears. That
Bueksport.

scot at

set

‘‘either

bridge ora ferry
that a bridge will

a

would lie required." and
never be built, while the attempt to use transfer boats would not be successful. This may be
very true,

although

such tilings have been done
As to the engineering difficulties,

elsewhere.

they are not
to imagine.

and to

investigate the causes of the decline
of the American foreign
carrying trade, and to
suggest any remedies which may he applied by
legislation. Several delegation- were present
representing shipbuilding and shipowning interests. Bath was represented by P. M. Whitmore and J. R. Houghton, and the New England
Shipowners' Association by .J. E. Burtt. The
questions to be discussed are as follows :

ests

navigation law- lie repealed or modified, and if modified, wherein and for
what purpose?
Sixth- \\ hat is the cost of the component

materials of iron, steel or wooden vessels in
other countries and our own?
Seventh—What would he the effect of a rebate on any or all such materials?
Eighth—Present any other statements connected with the cause of I lie decline of the
American foreign carrying trade and what remedies can he applied by legi-iation.

At the Thnrsuav's session II. W. Rogers, of
the firm of Rogers. Small A Patten, of Bath,
said lie had never examined

a < anadian built
vessel which he could lint duplicate with similar workmanship and material at as low cost,

lie thought the same might he done with iron
ships. lie advocated the repeal entirely of
those sections of tlie Revi-ed statutes which related to the discharge and payment of three
months' extra wages to seamen in a foreign
port, and allowing ships to cmplov seamen
upon such terms and for such periods of time
as they could
mutually agree upon. Mr. Rogers

great as the Commercial seems
It is not to be supposed the road

so

tn
as

stand

nor

bills

are

mueli in the way of tile enter
tlie doubt that must arise as to the road

proving

so

financial success when completed,
and the raising of the money to build it. We
a

doubt if the city of Belfast would be willing to

anything In

the

project.
is

Washington

tilling

up with Senators and

Capitol

a year since the Naestablished at Washington

was

teat the above statement was not made prior
to the assembling of Congress. The Washingletter writer

ton

usually

devotes

a

column to

telling

the story. (>f course the prognostication
does not always prove true, hut no one ever
thinks of going back to overhaul the press pro-

phets.
We

glad

the suggestions made in
the Journal's report of the fair of the Waldo and
Penobscot Agricultural Society, held at Monare

roe, (let.

to

see

5th and(5th. with

regard to police force,
by J. W. Lang, in the
thought them good suggest-

buildings, etc.,

advocated

Dirigo Rural. We
‘ioiis al the time, and Mr. Lang lias
for

reiterating

The

our

thanks

them.
of the Bos-

establishing

payable

per ton.

every cut ranee from a
,1. E. Burtt advocated the en-

foreign port.

on

actment of law- much like the English shipplug law-. t apt. 4,.(.(Joss, I.t Bath. Maine,
spoke oil tie grievances of seamen. H< sug-

gested that ship ow ners and shipmasters should
not give advance notes.
K, |>. Bigelow, of
Baltimore, spoke on individual liability, and
explained the present law. which makes a
part

of

owner

vessel liable

a

for the whole

a

sailor

among constitutional lawyers." The author of
tin remark was Mr. Sehur/.and it will he found
in a speech delivered by him in the r. S. Semite
some

ten years ago.

S. II.

Wright, a Maine man, after residing
three years in Kansas, lias returned to his native State and purchased the Tuck farm in Caribou.

plainly

He has Tuck the right course and is
the Wright man in ttie right place, and

need not Caribou about Kansas

day, 7th.”

products.

Maine Republican
to the Journal, “but it will kill off some tender
suckers, and the Republican tree will grow
vigorously and bear fruit in iss4.”
“(.'old

writes

a

Two Pennsylvania physicians are reported to
have discovered the lost Egyptian art of preserving the dead.
It would he much more to the purpose to discover the art of preserving the living.
The first number of the new
Eastern

bright

State,

has

been

and newsy paper.

weekly,
published. It

the
is

a

of the great
risks involved in loaning money on vessels. lie
advocated free ships and a law to extend federal control over pilots to keep down excessive

.Surgeon John

charges.

spoke

II. Hamilton testified

that American sailor- are shipped in bad condition and become patients to foreign hospitals.
He advocated the abolition of advance pay.
Capt. Michael Daily recommended free ships,
in favor of doing away with the three
month-' pay plan, and believed in the abolition
of all consular fees. Kx-Congressmati Calkins
was

in favor of subsidies and did not believe in

was

by
gorically.
mitted

the coinmi-sion were answered cateIt was generally conceded that

American
contend

shipping
against. The

Inis

ditiieuitie<

this country in ls70 and since then have incrcas
ed (10U per cent. The cost in England would
be more than five per cent, less than (her
be built here.

not
can

points of material interest were
brought out in Tuesdays session. After the conclusion of the public hearing the commission
had a private session and discussed the various
points presented by those who appeared before
the commission, so far as they related to legisNo new

lative obstructions to the successful running of
American vessels in the foreign trade after they
built.

are

The commission

curred in the

opinion

that

unanimously conall such legislative

obstructions should be removed. Senator Congand

Representatives Cox and Dingley were
appointed a -lib-commission to draft a bill and
report covering these points in accordance \v ith
the view- expressed by the commission, and
er

instructed to report to the commission at
adjourned meeting to beheld in Washington.

w ere
an

Saturday,

i >ee. 2nd.

now

The Belfast Choral Society will resume their rehearsals Friday evening *24th inst. at the usual hour
and place. Mr. Blake will he present. New music.

McDonald
Brown have thirty-live men at
w ork at their ship yard In this
city and are rushing
work on their vessel.

Mr. Hall has shipped by sell. Flora Grindle the
tirst cargo of dressed stone for his Boston contract
at the Back Bay. The stone is red granite and is for

Tile

Straight (ireenbaek State Committee met
in Augusta on the loth inst. and decided to
thoroughly organize for the next campaign by
careful choice of town committees, w ho will
be instructed to arrange for a school district
a

similar to the

which resulted in

This i-

gre-sman liinglev. of Maim in order to show
that tile decline in Anc-i i an -Slipping was auniform hefore the

-iippl-'.l

after,

war a-

the

following table
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S. A., oil “(ini" Mer-

and lie- Causes of its Decline."
Kelley suggested that tile decadence is due

-Mr.

either to the substitution of steam for sails, the
of iron instead of wood in

use

of American

of "Them Steers" was

the "most unkindest

shipbuilding,
lines, navigation

(iovcrunn nt and State restric-

about the evils of adv anee pay. Jie also
tl.c “slop chest*' carried on vessels could be
abolished if the laws

governing sailors' boardrepealed, ( apt.]’. M. Whitmore, of liatli. recommended doing away with
advance money and believed in the good treatment of men. Win. Rogers, of Bath, explained (lie injury of advanced pay and urged its
houses were

abolishment,
almost

was

lie said under

impossible

for

a

that system il
vessel to leave

this port with a sober crew. 1>. S. Osborn,
said blood money was being (‘(instantly violated.
lie tliouglit if captains would run the

pennant
when

to

the mainmast

they

needed

as

men

they

ibis

did years ago
present abuse

would be done away with. C'apt. John Codman wanted tile navigation law- repealed, and
free

ships

of course: and be denounced our

ura u 11

mu'

disgraceful.
Shipmasters

n ari mum

James Parker
Association ads

o

which

wotliu

ship*, no matter where built, to the
United States registry free of duty, and the admission of material for shipbuilding free of
duty. Hold. \V. Lord, of Boston, attributed
tile decline of American shipping to the fact
that persons put money in western railroads in
lieu of building ships, lie favored a change of

navigation
ships could he purchased in foreign ports for the American trade,
but a duty should l>< placed on such ships.
laws

er

ity

Saturday's

so

that

session

Duncan, of New

Shipping CommissionYork, spoke of the prosper-

of our merchant marine in the decades of

1N50-00, and its causes, which were, lie said, a
discriminating duty of Id percent, itt favor of
all

imports

in American hot toms.

The war of

beginning of the misfortunes of the shipping industry.
From about
istil to 1800 we hud gained in steam tonnage
lTd,508 tons, or about onc-lifth of our registered
sailing tonnage; and between eight and nine

the rebellion was the

per cent, of our enrolled tonnage had been lost.
In the aggregate we had lost nearly ; of our
entire merchant marine

the war.

during
been more 1 ban
replaced by foreign vessels, chiefly British. As
to the remedy, he said the subject of discriminating duty should be carefully considered; all
tonnage

we

of

The

had then lost had

ships, wooden

work

or

iron and steel

al. and wire

steel, should be

plates, sheathing, met-

and exclude the restriction

rigging,
foreign trade and foreign voyages, thereby putting coasting and foreign going vessels
on the same footing.
C'apt. (i. II. JIumford of Brooklyn, tile next
witness, presented the following long list of
remedies to arrest the decline of our shipping:
1. Cancel all reciprocal treaties that conflict
with our slopping interests in the foreign carrying trade.
2. Repeal all acts allowing three months'

us

expressed.
the

cut of all"

boys

of the

“One

has

Veademy)

c

of Is.’ili" (Lewiston Falls
port Cl!. if.- is now Charles

11. Yerrell. A. AL. l’h.
IMaware
York.

Literary

The

of

l’rineipal

tie'

Institute.

Franklin. .New

study

and instruction

of

courses

1>..

include college preparatory and Lnglish coursestudy, vocal and instrumental music, draw-

ing

painting,

and

and there are

telegraphy

and

Student- are admitted

any time, and catalogues and information
will be sent on application to tin I’rincipal.

at

announced.
28th,
until Jan. 1st.

Nothing like

last week.

to

extra pay to seamen when sick.
3. Reduce our consular fees.
4. Allow tdl anchors, chains, wire, rigging
and canvas, and stores for ship's use to be taken
out of bond for vessels employed in the foreign
trade: also for vessels employed between our
Atlantic and i’acilie ports.
5. Repeal all laws for currying the mails for
sea postage, and
pay for so doing by the scale
paid railroads on shore.
•I. Pass laws compelling every ship employed
in the foreign truth' to carry one apprentice for
every 300 tons register: in the coasting trade,
one apprentice for
every .">00 tons register.
They should receive no bounty from the government.
A law of this kind will in the course of
a few years give us American seamen for our
mercantile marine and our future navy if the
reciprocal treaties are cancelled.

has been observed for

it

A black hear was reported to have been seen last
week in tin* Redman district, Belfast, but none of
our amateur sportsmen have as yet gone after the
noble game.

Grand Army Post to Ik* organized at Brooks
month w ill be named Col. George G. Davis
Post, in honor ol' Col. Davis, of this city, who recently died in Texas of yellow fever.

banquet ting

of Phoenix

tions

his

on

ieetion

as

congratula-

(iovcrtior of Alas-aehu-

Here a' speennenhalmers, of Mississippi, sent the following
telegram P> Men. Muller "(irenada. Mis-. Nov.
!'. Men. Butler. Lowell. Mass.: Fori I’illow
Chalmers to Least Muller, greeting: Both in.
Shake!"
J ><-miis Kearney, when lie heard of (ieneral
Butler's election, telegraphed iiim. according to
tiie
m Francisco Call, a- follow-: ■•Congratulat ions on your triumph over the hlue-iiloods of
Beacon ilili.
You are now the first ciiizen in
Aia-saelili-e! ts."
set.

e

t

The editor of the I ton Hun Times lias crawled
of his hole -inee the Novcmbi reieelion and

out

by leaving
calls

ed I lu*

.-atisfaetion

much

a-

which

was

line.

very

It

supersede dancing

will
In

exhibition of

an

gave

thought

is

for

Westerly,

here

lectures,
lecture-

ib Ii

v

plucked tip heart enough to express a w i-h that
w, might try it over
again in Maine, in which
event our seldom heard contemporary is eeltain 1’laisted would be our next Coventor.

a

skating

were

interesting.

vary
'<■

free

These

ViiM-riea, c.nisi-ting of

in

auikius, skele.

Tlii doep.r

Paris.

last at

w as

Rockland, where he

are

advertised in

complains

that the new-pale r- w ere against him because his fellow journalists ,iid not w ant to see him rise to the position of ('ongressman.
'h. no !

descend

to

They did not want to see a journalist
the Congressional plane.

Trunquillino
gate
ico.

to

the

Luna is the name of the dele-

xt

in

Tranquil

Congress elected in New Mex-

moon

be,

would

we

suppose. .1
ought

literal translation of this odd name, lb
to he able to get ••the Speaker's eye."

J.'*:;

measure-

tons

carpenters’

measurement.

long, with top-masts Is
vessel very long sparred.
;c*ht
Tim -ehoo.Kr is built of the materials of which all
arc constructed nowadays—hard
••oa-iiiig
wood, h:o liiataek, and b ird pine. Her model is
very liand-oine and Lin* w orkman-hip of the best.
Tv \ e
i w a- intended for ( apt. s. G. ILa.-kell of
ma -I
lei

al

7*:. 77 and 7> feet

e

wliieh mak'-s tlie

v

e

Deer 1 -D

by

<

ami the

parties

York

the

■ >

was

-old to Vw

will be

com ma ude

builder, but
k-.

-t>.

she

er, the

(

Portland,-aiied from \ alparaiso on the same
day for lquique. a di-dance of about 8n0 miles.

The Laconia

appealed

from the

decision of the Fish Commissioners

ordering

Company

has

by

the eon-truction

the company of tisii pasAmong
sages in their dams on the Saco river.
tiie grounds of appeal is one that the burden
imposed bv these laws is unconstitutional and

void.The stock of mackerel in lirst hands is
mueh smaller than at this time last year.
of the outposts are eompletely cleaned

out.

prospect, of any lower prices on
mackerel, and the chances arc that when trade

There

is

.Many

no

opens in January a higher range will be obtained.Vessel ow ners and tish dealers at Cloueester.

Alass.. have lost

tion against

none

of their indigna-

the '•Boston ti-li ring."

as

they

term

it. and many refuse to bring fresh ii-li to Boston. one Mo-ton linn has cut loose from the

ring and U selling herring to Philadelphia. The
ring have vainly tried to drive fish dealers of

will

board at Bang or, the hay
was towed to Bangor
Monday night and returned hereon WednesdayThe packet Nora, of Islesbofo, in heating into Bel
la-t harbor
Monday, carried away her main
ma-t head. A new mast has been made and put in.

The i.-e
at t!11

be taken

on

The -ehconer

city.

day Miss Kmily F. Perry,
daughter of Augu-tu- Perry, of Belfast, will be
united in marriage at her father’s house, to Capt.
Phinens Pendleton, Jr., of Searsport. Rev. Mr.
Ross will perform the ceremony. The presents
are ri«-h and numerous.
Immediately after marriage the newly wedded pair will start for Philadelphia, where the Capinin’s new ship is loading
lor Kobe, Japan.
Mrs. Pendleton will accompany
\Y[.m>l'i;

Bi.i.i.-.

her

husband

the

globe,

To

tlie voyage,
encompass
Japan the ship will proceed to
>an
Francisco, and from thence t<» some port in
Kngland-Rev. Mr. Libby performed a double
marriage mi Thursday of last week, a father and
daughter being two of the parties. The occasion
wa- a

on

liieh will

from

a-

very

w

enjoyable

The

one.

names

of the par-

may lu* found under the head of marriage?Wedding bells are ringing frequently this month,
ion marriagehas ing taken pi ace in this city thus

ties

Last week Mu* .Journal mentioned that Axel

Hay-

already

er

George \V. Cushing, of Portland,

fishing only
over

two

days

break.

ring might

homiwt s

out

and stocked si.Jon

or

Shipping Items.

Messrs. Goss. Sawyer

A

Packard launched a four masted steam schooner

Thursday,
by John

Walker
Bird

Limington.

S5h tons, owned

Co., Walker Wilmington,
Jesse Smith A Co. and It. L. Smith, who will
and her

designed for coasting,

engine is

250 horse power. The vessel
little attention from the originof the introduction of steam and tiie beauty

has attracted

ality

A

She is

command her.

of her

I'-i

'i of

mill at >t.

.John, the recent
purchase being an extension of their business. Mr.
William llayl'-rd, one of the partners, is a large

no

proportions.It. Dyer, Millbridge.

lias

with

his

next year one of 575 tons
Rogers, of St. George; one 550 tons for Capt.
Ellis Bickmorc, of St. George; one of 500 tons

Capt. lvenniston, of Rockland, and one of
000 tons for Capt. Francis Hart, of St. George.
The two first are to be off next February, and
for

the other two next summer.

yard

Coomb's

is

The schooner in

nearly ready
by Captain Adams,

to be commanded

She is

to launch.

of Lin-

colnville.

Alary Anderson, the popular actress, possesses. it is said, at least a ton of stockings, all of
which are exquisitely embroidered.
Forty boys from tlie Fnited States training
ship Portsmouth, at Newport, neglected to return on

board wlieu their leave expired.

II. B. Covering, Congressman elect from the
(ith Mass, district, is a native of Maine and
served in a Maine regiment during the war.

mills.

\cti\e

April.

While

Executive committee of the New England

Cider Makers and Fruit Growers Association
have adopted resolutions which are to be sent to
each member of Congress, condemning the
“whiskey vinegar law’-of 1 s7!l, and setting forth
in strong terms the pernicious elt’eet of said law
and the necessity for its repeal.
The Geneva Award < onrt is now in session in
Washington, and has been considering some
very important test cases. Among the chief
questions to be argued before the court is
whether a ship's agent, according to the eustom
heretofore, can be the legal representative in a
The governcourt of claims of all the owners.
ment has raised the point thaL the agent cannot
be recognized for only the portion he owns of
the ship. Several of the destroyed vessels for
which damages are claimed were owned in
Maine.

Provinces and

the

in

will

charge of the

have

operations
we rejoice

one

oj

will not

shingle
Hall’s new

new

begin until

masaw

next

in Mr. II ay ford’s success

securing this \aluable property, we are sorry to
lose him from this eity, as we understand be will
in

move

his

family to St. .John for

a

term of years at

progressive, enterprising
a surplus of such.
An
business in this eity.

Mr. Ilavfonl is

a

man, and Belfast has not
w

ill

conduct his

given last week of the
silver wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H. Durham there were unavoidal.de omis.■dons. Om* of the features of the evening was the
In the notice

Pkusonai..

celebration of

reading

(In*

by Capt. R. II.
Coombs. (’apt. Charles Baker, who is indispensable on all social occasions, was present with his
«*ofl\?e pot, and the beverage he prepared was
of

original

an

stronger than

a

yoke of

poem

oxen.

About

one

hundred

present. The Mudgctt Bros, furnished excellent music for dancing. It was nearly
midniglu. when the party dispersed with good
nights and good wishes-The Minneapolis Even-

lifty

and

ing

were

Journal of reci-m date contains

a

pleasant

not-

the celebration of the Ilft.U anniversary of the
wedding «»f Mr. and Mrs. s. A. Reed, of that eity.
About one hundred and twenty persons were presice of

The Journal says. “The Italian band furnished the music, and the evening was passed in the

ent.

delightful manner imaginable. There
music and dancing, and tin* supper which
most

was
was

which has not been excelled in
Minneapolis thin, season. There were a very large
number of presents suitable to a “wooden” anniversary. The last couple left at :»o’clock a. in., all

served
A Chicago special says that lion. .Marshall
Jewell will issue a call early in December for
the national Republican committee to meet in
January to consider the subject of district representation.

William,

son

put inand possibly

chines

agent

large schooners
for Capt. C. II. P.

in

land

will be made this winter, eight

others, of

Camden. It. M. Bean

at St.

newly purchased property. possession of which will
he taken December loth. The mill is 11*2 by IM) feet
with two ells and se\ eril other hui ldings. Repairs

least.

Millbridge.\t

owners

Aroostook county, Maine, and his supply of raw
material is almost exhaustions. Mr. Axel Havford,

commenced work on a schooner of To tons, to
be off next May, for Capt. Daniel Bunker and
has contracted to build four

l arge mill

of timber

owner

sdu to each of the crew.

appoint,,', tTlnir.-th’.y
proclamation .*> it i- a day of

chances

the
ifdi

the

If it is

sot;

weath-

market will be glutted and

i-cool, crisp weather it will
P< rk is on the decline but beet is

reverse.

was

one

uniting in hoping that each succeeding anniversary
he as auspiciously celebrated.”....0. B.
lla/.eltine, Esq., of this eity, returned last week
from bis duck shooting foray in Michigan waters

might

...

Hon. E.

consult

Dr.

Cushing

was

at

Wlnterport recently

swell, who lias

been

a

to

successful

place for the past eighteen
years, ami whose reputation lias brought him many
patients from abroad ..T. R. simonton, Esq.,
editor of the Camden Herald, made the Journal
office a pleasant call last week....Capt. George
practitioner

in

that

has recovered and has gone on to New York
take command of sell. Win. Frederick-Mr. \V.
K. Morison, of this city, has just returned from a
pleasant vacation trip. He made the voyage from
Ames

to

Bath to Philadelphia in the new fSearsport ship
Elizabeth, was joined by bis wife in the latter city,
and visited there and in New York.
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the transfers in real estate in \\

a.

following

do

I.andK. W. Ingraham, Jr., 1 due.dm ille, t>>■ (». 11.
Thomas, -ame town. Fmeline C. Dillaway, Belfast, to Flavilla-I. Merrill, Belfast. Francis Dodge,
Burnham, to Margaret Luce, same town. Harriet
B. Flliot, Kverett, Mas-., to F. \. and s. |v. Fulici,
Freedom.

Fames,
lots t

Fames, Stockton,
sail>
Mary Freeman, Prospvt, two
Thompson, same town. Holli- I I '.-. v

Jacob F.

same

D. K.

A.

to

town.

>. and «
Palermo, to C. T. Nutter, same t*»w n.
r
I!
Fletcher, Stockton, by admr.. to <
A. P. Fogg, Monroe, to Wil- n U
same town.
>

s.

the wall into the field.

over
it'

«iti nniiivu a

cotiM not
pear

>omerville, to
(.oddiny, Brook-, to
Peres T. Hall, same town.
s. B. Ha/eltini’, >ear-mont, to Mary F. Moody, same town. J B. Herrick, North port, to Wm. A. Bullock, -aim- town.
Francis M. Hardman, Stockton, to H F. Hardman,
Silas M

town.

gate,

same

Wm.

Moody,

Belmont.

Fuller,

\. (

Knight, Searsuiont, i>> I.. F Wyman, same town. Jane K. Libby, Chelsea, to John
M. Smith, Belfast. J. H. Montgomery, et ah, (Jam-

same

town.

.1. D.

den, to Fdward Merrill, Borklaiid. F. I\. Maddoe.ks, Belfast, to Mar\ liose Maddoeks, Belfast.
John L. Norton, Winterport, to Joshua II. I’hayer,
Fizzle A. Partridge, Mocklon, to >nsame town.
Wm. A. Pendleton,
rah J. Staples, same town.
in

win.

.naiim,

o.

own.

>;ti

.lames M. Treat, same
II. L. Shepherd, ct al. ( amden, t1 * Edward
town.
Merrill, Rockland. .Inlm M. Smith, Belfast, P1 Ann
\V. Smith, Belfast,
.Jonathan st.me, l nity, two
Roberts, Stockton,

t<*

lots to T. .L WhitehoiiM*,

.-a me

town.

Isabelle It.

Nickerson, >wanville.
das. R. Tidier, I'nity, to WmdY. Clark, Lowell.
Noah s. Twiss, Prospect, t«* Thmap-im Panic!,
Hannah Thoma-, Lin dnville, to u.
same town.
C. Thomas,same town, dames M. Treat, Stockton,
1 T. Wilson, S» arsto J. (■. Lambert, same town.

Tripp, Belfa.-t,

to Ada

B.

mont, t.» I. M. Bryant, same town. Samuel Wight,
Belfast, to Orlando Herrick, et al Belfa-t.
Cm

in li

preached

Sunday,

Notes.

Itev.

Mr.

Libby, Mcthodol,

a very interesting and instrw«Ti\e stiiidu
from the subject—“What dial! we read."

After dwelling upon the importance of the right
kind of an education, he came flown to the literature
His denunciation of such paper.- a the
of the day.
Police News, dime novels and Hash story papers
He said they poisoned the
was just ami truthful.
minds of the young and were as d« trimcntal to a
lie said it

community as a liquor saloon,
first duty of all to patronize their
if they were church people, by all
to

the church paper.

When

was

the

and
subscribe

local paper,
means

asked to do

so

many

to;” yet
people regureplied,
larly paid six cents per week for the New York
Weekly, or F ireside Companion, or ten cents per
week for the Police News—a sum double the price
“I can’t

a

fiord

such

the local or church paper. The ser\ ices closed
with a baptism ...Rev. Mr. Hill, of Methuen, Maos.,
has preached twice at the t 'niversalist church in
The Methuthis city, as a candidate for pastorate.
en Enterprise has the following to say concerning
Mr. Hill’s resignation as pastor of tin* church in

of

meeting of the V nivcrsalist Soon Tuesday evening last, it was voted
unanimously, not to accept Rev N. s. Hill’s resigMr. Hill has resided in Methuen
nation as pastor.
but one year, hut during that short time In* has won
his way into the hearts of his parishioners, both
young and old, who are reluctant to part with him.
I’pon the people of other denominations, Mr. Hill
has made a favorable impression, combining, as he
*
*
*
Pasdoes, the scholar with the gentlemau
tors with Mr. Hill’s qualities of mind and heart are
scarce, and should the L niversalist society lu* able
to induce him t«> withdraw his resignation, it will
coufer a favor on the town which ought not to he
forgotten.”-The ladies of the North Church congregation, at a meeting held hist week, decided to
form a sewing circle to meet fortnightly in the afuntil 5, until May next.
ternoon, sewing from
Mrs. J. A. Ross was elected president, Miss Cora
Matthews vice president, and Mrs. A. Clements
secretary and treasurer. Once a month they will
have a picnic supper, which the male portion ot the
congregation are expected to patronize. It is
to be hoped that all the lady members of the eon
gregation will join the sewing circle andco operate
in the work. The subject of Rev. Mr. Ross Sunday
morning sermon al the North church will he “No
Objection to the Coming Millenium from the stability of the Present System.” Evening topic of
Sermon “Faith and Fanaticism”-Subject of Rev.
Mr. Libby’s Sunday afternoon sermon at the Moth
odist church will be “What shall man give in ex
change for his soul.”
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Mr-. Fannie Hardy See’y Deo. 1.. f ile-, I'lna-e.
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should sec any game.
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he \vn- going up
the Hay ford hill, his dog -eared up some t.uinea
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So says an exchange. A Bost on paper takes a
dillerent view: thinks the ring is a good thing

as

business

air.

county for
I tile week i. tiding Nov. 21-t—Mary I. Burn-, I-.
Both vessels arc fa.-t and the race was to be a test
boro, to 11. W. spratt, Bangor, (. has. A. Barbour,
one, money being w agered on each vessel.
Capt.
Bangor, and Mary J. Burns, Mesboro, to >. II.
d o-. Thi 'mbs, at \ alparaiso, writes that the Shirley
Barbour, Brewer. Mary J. Burn-, Mcsl.oio, to
beat her antagonist lifty four hours on the passage,
Clms. A. Barbour, Bangor. Cha-. II Black, Swanbut dm not gl\ e the numbi r of days on the voyage
ville, to F. B. Chapen, Swam ille. N. lb Carpenter,
....Tin* new selir. Charlotte T. sihley, of Belfast,
Jackson, to Win. Perry, .-ame town. Wm. K.
Coombs, 2d, I-lesb 'i *, to Fben Meven-, Bangor.
ha- eliartere I to load ice an 1 hay for Jacksonville.

this city, had purchased an interest in a saw
.John, V B. We learn that it is a half
iutciv-i, nis associates being ilavfonl & Stetson,
l'ormerlN of Bangor,
The latter gentlemen are

other cities. It looks

ha-

poultry cheap, but
be

Nnri '.
'some time ago we announced
bark siijrley, of New York, built by Geo.
ottreil to thi ei; v, and the hark Annie Lewis,

xi;tni:

that the
W

do

t

weather and the Boston market.

I

bp:. >y!vinu- Lowell, oi Binksport.

M

w as

fasting and prayer, Jmt in it observance it i- usually a day of feasting. A look about our local markets on Monday did not-bow an
unu-ual ;l«• (i\ity.
< )ue lealcr -aid
Thanksgi\ ing poultry will be scare**
and high. He said that the 'ounirv i- full of venders who go about buying up ail the poultry obtain
al)le, besides large <iuanti!ies are -cut to Boston.
Kighteen and twontv cents per pound are mw paid
for turkeys.witli the probabilit of large prici-- next
week. Not many geese conic into market 'luring
Thanksgiving week, th- tv being little or no call for
them, while during Christmas week the -ah* ot
Another dealer said the supply and
geese is large,
prices of Thank-giving poultry will depen i on tin-

Her

..

Fj-ii am, FTsiunu.
Bootkbay lishernam
liave about all returned home for the season.

of next week.

l ite seh. Martinique will launch
van! of 1>. W. Dyer in this city.
Thi- i- the lirst \e-sel built by Mr. Dyer in twentyftv >‘-ars, he having confined himself exclusively
to ve1 repairing. The Martinique is i!•: feet long
oser all.
feet beam, > feet
inches hold and

ot

Howard Carroll

Thanksgiving

the

!iom

of

ha--

1

I,,<-al fox hunters,

from ids

another column.

vt n' nr>o.

day

I*,

r

concerned, a- I do not intend
underhanded.’*

-ii

Ili- testimonials

»tr»

all

He will remain in this city for
man. friends.
ihree week- and will treat all who call upon him.
w

exploit

i:i

..

he

an

> tow

to.-

i

■

have to chronicle tin

now we

D.

l.u.io
I a
•mi. rpaid a1 out
M:
>l- fai
on!'
md
ap!-rc.'iai•
Ouilc a quaid ity -I I! a- apple.- wli'mii n- bat ovap.-ration \v r.- *i*»t nh-ablr a! my pi
id. r <.y i.. t.
any other purpose except f..r

East week we had o< ;-n
adventures of some wild geese hunter- md

late the

i!..

he ha-

attend.

invited to

for

get more, and sold the land to John Dean, for
“D an’,
$200.Jo. Mr. Duncan says, in conclusion
more explanation is needed. I will try and satisfy

ton-, t• ii::111,»t d bodies, models and oil paintings,
a i of wliieh were imposed by l)r. Wilbur from

cordially

A hi\ llt'Nl'

son

years ago

turned t

aud

A eommittce ot -ehoiars from
and <dammar -chools will \i-it eiti/.eiienrl\ next week to ascertain who arc willing t->
entertain visitors.
All intere.-ted in
lit
matters are

p,

through

over

High

the

Tues.lu

on

benelil of the juihlic. and al--»

Mon

will be entertained.

1

ro.entl.

>c:ison

Rug teacher-

i si

east*

made, which
<•• W. Young, then chairman of the bo.n il of selectNo other oftVr was
men, did not see lit to accept
made until about two months ago. 1 iarri- I beck ten
tiered $200, and a petition was drawn up and numerously signed, asking the selectmen to -i II to
Proek at that price.
They did not understand that
they were compelled to make the .-.de if they could

flnest anatomical

tl

all

The paragraph in last week’s Journal, relative to
tin* Lincolnville land case, has brought a reply from
W. M. Duncan,chairman of selectmen <•!' that town,
which we tru-t will be salisfaetorv to our enquiring

three

public

expected

ll seems that a prominent
a
merchant in Belfast had occasion p. drive
into the country, and he took along with him hi

is

corresponitent. We give tin* essentia 1 poi.it.- in
brief, as our space i- valuable .iu-t lew. The land
has been for .-ale some six or eight war-. Ahouf

has intro,

lie
of

course

a

illustrated

wera

cabinet ii.

<"

■

The

they

if

trustworthy, physician,

ucated and

dueed himself

-anboni, and M;~- Maude

Chase and

and It Is

■

Knighsold hi- farm to Father W\man.

year and a half •!•!.
ten hundred pounds.

)unton, Mrs. K A. Dickerson, and H E. I- r-leo k,
Beil a-t. These and other subjects will be i 1!
ed.
by diseussion. The niieting will elo-*,- -aliii'Ti'
afternoon In time for tne train west.
Half fare
o\cr the Belfast Branch IE IE to tho-c who
attend

meeting;

beiian

school

one

1

the

and

-.p.-n
the

a

twenty .me ."iipU -, uml.
■!' Mi "inborn ...Mi. .Jul-ou

t fold of his In

of tin

expected that the Fraternity uiil assist il
can in giving’’Onr Boys’’ a
musing house.
Remember that the -ale of reserved seats begins
thi- morning at '•> o’clock at Pole’s.

it

1., who is stopping at
tlie Am. vicau House, appears by documents which
In- -lew
a.u 1 statements of the press, to be an edWilbur of

\.

kindly consented t -ing between the
stage will be hand.--u,civ set, and such
costumes as are nccc-s;u\ for the production of the
piece have been engaged, and .-til tin* minor details
carefully looked after. A-the proceeds of the entertainment will be devoted t-> Masonic purposes,

time.

a

the estate of the late

Milliken has

her skill

that

to

wi

..Dnnriiur

the

-.

Tin* music will be under the direction

manner.

Messrs.

acts.

on a

Pierce, formerly of Lynn,

a Miss

champion skater,

genuine skate

(be

as

same

indebted

upon all

able
ol

band of mu.-ie on the platform enliven'.
The skates are rollers and appear to

i,

-c

the

The litidcr will hi* rewarded
at this «»iliee_s. ll Mathews

sale to say that they would not have atiempted its
production unless they could present i! in a credit-

Tl.« -hating mania has struck Belfast,
ami two link- are in lull operation, the one in
Hay lord Hall known a- the Bar Harbor rink being
the mo.-t popular.
It opened on Thursday of last
week w ith about lifty skaters and a large number
of -petalors. Both .-exes w ere represented, young
and old. and all appeared to enjoy themselves
A

l<>

brisk d<

ladies and gentlemen who are to prodiee the
*‘< >ur
play
Boys" in this city next Tuesday even
ing arc hard at work on their rehear.-als, am! it is

11n11.

hugely.

be in

soon

!-

instrmli-n

with

ing-Deo.

■

of

bovs, who need looking after.

b-ur

Co. call attention

lit.

teacher-..

ba>

in this city, Friday and Saturday, D«1 am!
under the charge of \
\. lanay Mate --upi ,a
'-‘ lit>ol-.
The following is an outline
! tlie pr
gram tne so far as arranged -Friday
lo v. \i_.
Introdi: tory : ln!., E.-say by Mr. Curti-ot !:<• : i-t.
followed by discussion,
m. 1.-.u
bang, Brooks, and Mi-- Marrett, Belfast E.
i:,_
lecture by >upt. Luce. Saturday. E —a\
e
.t. i;

The

re

present, and have been for some time. The post
office officials have cndea\ ored to ha\ e the nuisance
abated, wilhoir. -access. The chief offenders are
or

a

i.

illage

v

evening

loom

Mathews to settle with him.

B.

putalion of
the city alike demand that a stop should be put to
the row dy i.-m and disorder in the vestibule of the
Po-t Office during the opening of the evening mail
li is not safe for a lady t<> go there as matters arc

>k \

Mori-on

meeting

earnest

an

this tow ....I>r. n. I*. Ilean has been eoiitlm
his liou-r wilii rh-. uicatisni, luit i-> sluwlv

Educational Association, combining a
teachers institute will be held at the High -chord

mand.... Money lost.

only lie better than a wood
i*n one, but .\ ii! be so much ballast.
It is an t*xP« riment, but will no doubt pros c a success.

three

K.

V

11.

The
un-lcr

ne\l,

strueth-

Waldo Co.

nied.\ P. Mansfield, at Masonic Temple, oi'.erun attractive* stock of -easonable <lr\ and
ian«

skates, wliieh will

Insitii

He is

Y

•Monday

on

Wai.imi (uimi

people.

our

>i. v i;sm< is i.

-<*

his

their line of

N

the water front, for the pure .-r or u heelas it is hoisted from vessel- at the wharf.
The wharf has been enlarged and impro\ed
that
this firm now lias
every facility for bit-ine--.
story

with

ev
temperanep last Friday
ening-Th«* winter
school has begun un.hr the institu te n of Mi
Whitney o| f reedom-Mr. I L. While i-attend
ing Our II.-i.n-, llvgieni. Institute, "i Dan \i

hadh

was

large amount >»t hay.

a

till

worker, and it is i.<pod niueh good ma\
result from his lahors. .•.. il. ( .Torsey leetured .m

ing grain

stock he has made a slaughter on
Read his three column advertisement....
'1'. \Y. Pitcher A Co. will take possession of their
new and line store, No. b .Main -c, Nov. JTib...
Mi-s A. F. Southvvorth announces a full line of
trimmed hats and bonnets, and the same untrlm-

not

and the

Mr. Mad-

Burkett announce- that workmen are
begin the remodelling of his store, and to

to

goods-W

public,

Boothbuy.

<*l

hoy

street. The

Ot

*

lahoring

grain room is :'.tt by -ju feet, and has three
shoots leading from the bins above to tne lower
door.
\ platform is built out from lie -e.•..t,d

was

reduce

foundry company are preparing for
a casting that
will weigh one ton.
It is to be an
ir«*n ccntiv Itti.trtl box for a yacht building at Bucks

The il.tcre-t-<d the

native

was a

Washington

1

eileetive

The

prices.

The Beimsl

ill

n<>

Deo. \V.
soon

Kuowlton.

w

$3.uun,

the tirst Alderman in ward four after
the incorporation of Belfast as a city.

following w**re elected officers of the Belfast
Temperance Alliance on .Sunday last, for the ensuing term of -i\ monthPresident, Geo. E. Brackell: m
Presidents, Mrs. Vea/ie, W.B. Rankin
and Win. Twmnbly; Secretary*, Chas. S. Bickford;

The box

Loss

on

shipping

and

Tike, IIei.i vst. Mr. tieorge M
Sanborn, Fvangelist, from the ^ M. <
\. of II..ton, Mass., and employed b\ the M. M. •soeietv i-

Baker A .'shales’ new storehouse on the wharf iia
been completed at a cost of
$4,0(h), and i- Hi
largest and best building of the kind in W.d !.>
county. Its dimensions are liw be t.i fort and
1’ 1 it* main storeroom is To
posts.
by 4u iVri, bv
in the clear. This room will Indd inn tuns of
hay.

the tire unknown.

Cause of

He

years.
doeks

bite

port.

horse.

a

III.

bruised but not severely injured. The horse did
not run, but came moderately toward home.

E. K. Mil locks, for lifty year- t resilient ol
Belfast, died on Saturday of last week, aged 8b

hall.

Tit a-iuvr, J. AN

tin* team

Mr.

Lodge of Masons
will he held at the Temple in this city, on this
I’hui-lay evening, tit work on the 3d degree.
Timothy Chase Lu ige is especially invited to be
present. Refreshments are to be served in the

I.

Duller continue- to receive

tie!,.

insurance.

and

cow

buying

between the brake and the hind wheel with his
feet dragging on the
ground. \ gentleman -topped

The stable at Fort Point, owned by C. l». Sanford was totally destroyed bv lire on Monday night,
together with farming tools, furniture stored, four
one

at Johnson’s Hall on Tuesday evening
14th. He is a good speaker and his remarks
were listened to with much attention.\ damh
lion blossom was picked Nov. Kith by H. \V. P
Hussey, near the shop of the Hussey Plow A Four,
dry to., I nity—Kggs and poultry are shipped
from here in large quantities_A. H. Clark is
Nov.

A little son of A. J. Cook, of this
city, came near
being killed on Tuesday. Conant & Co's team was
on Bridge street and while the driver was absent
the little boy climbed into tin*
grocery wagon. The
horse started and the hoy fell out, catching hi- head

have examined advance sheets of the forth
coming number of Brackett’s Illustrated Almanac
for 1883 and lind it very nicely printed and fully
equal to last year’s edition. It will 1m* ready fordis
trihution just before the Holidays.

Thokmhke. 11. ('. Torsey, of Wlnthrop, <■. \N
T. of Maine, delivered a very fine lecture on

Temperance

years, was a single man, and is supposed to
have been well to do. The relatives have written
to Australia for further information.

We

heifers,

C.

had been in Australia for

He

work thU

fall.

some

meeting of French spoliation claimants was recently held in New York and chose a committee to
push the bill now before Congress. Circulars have
been sent to the dozen claimants in this city.

The

special meeting

tives in that town.

plowing, ditching, and general farm

of

The item published in the Journal last week concerning the death of J. (». Dickey in Australia, has
brought out the facts that the deceased was a native °f Northport and that he has numerous rela

A

next

A

new boilers of the Lewiston
be the heaviest ever built in this state, and will
cost $1.'>,000. (’apt. Ingraham,
formerly of the steam
or Cambridge has taken command of the Katahdin
for the winter months.

will

Police Notes. Peter Kelley and C harles Austin, hailing from Portland, for drunkenness and
disturbance, were sent to Belfast .jail for fifteen
days each, by Justice Knowlton.

years.

1‘ v i.r.ivMo. Joseph S. Perkins of Palermo, slaugh
tered ami sold at Mathews* market in Watervilh
Nov. 7th, a 14 months old hog that tippyd the heam
at 571 lbs. The price paid was K)‘4 ets. per pound.
-Farmers in this town are doing a large amount

Tuesday—The

on

coping.

A brilliant display of aurora borealis was observed in this vicinity on Friday and Saturday nights of

Next "bov 1"

the

spoke
tliouglit

ing

distrust of the

some

shutting of the door upon the father of Creonbaeki-m in Maine in his old age.

prize

a

few y ears ago,

a

a

present, but

was

proprietor

one

victory for their party. An
probably be submitted to the pen

address will

many
cost of materials, labor,

vv-si

not

as

Steamer Notes. Steamer Mt. Desert has discontinued her trips for the season between Rockland and Bangor, making her last trip down river

Some of the brooks and ponds have frozen surtleiently to hear the weight of a person, and hoys were
skating on Monday.

at

to

I- and other expeu-cs, wen considered, and radical changes advocated, (7,ii

manning

ranges in price from

now

buying ships abroad. John ltoaeli testified at
Kilgore has been printing some very line cabinet
some length in behalf of home
ship-building, size photographs of the late William II. Simpson
from a negative made about six years ago.
lie said that all the suggestions that have come
It is
before the commission from free ship or free the best likeness extant of the late editor of the
material men are such as would, if carried out. J ournal.
Fred Atwood telegraphs us that the loss of the
make u- dependent, now and continually, upon i
England, and are such as look not towards our N trill Wayne t o. by M today's tire will be $10,000;
fully insured. Increased machinery and men w ill
but her advantage and benefit and upbuilding.
Ik* employed in the factory not burned, so that orMr. ltoaeli said he could build iron ships here
ders will be delayed but a few days.
for tfiio a ton. Iron vessels were first built in

commercial branches.

anchors,

sailors, and

Mathew Nelson

A report from the Philadelphia Maritime lexchange was read, in which the tpicst-ions sub-

tutional

among

Monday,

of

available to builders free of duty; statutes
should be amended so its to include cables,

lawyer

led.

debts against siieli vessel, lie asked for a law
that should only nude- him liable for his share.

.Journal says “the mot is attributed to Matt.
Carpenter: ‘That Robeson was a great consti-

ton

treaties were cancel"

A sketch of Searsport by Howard Owen, will he
found on the tirst page of this peek’s Journal.

Vicinity.

lecture in this city on
Her time is taken up from

McLaughlin will

Mrs.

lield of ice.

wa-

material of even kind used in the construction

Washington correspondent

reciprocal

w

giw

At

There lias never been

if the

neecssarv

and

snow

Chase

He

bonded vvaiv-houscs,
but thought the present annual tonnage dues
of thirty' cents should be reduced to ten cents

W ashingtoii.
tional

the

Belfast

fell on Friday to w hiten the ground,
ill pass for the first snow storm of the season.

Enough
li

pie. and every < Hurt made to unite the ranks of
the (ireenbaek party. There was a strong sentiment against fusion with any party. Solon

State.-, should be abolished.

the

members, and there is every indieatiou of a
busier and gayer winter than ever before in

that it be divided among all the owners of the
vessel, but lie did not think such a bill would be

of

Hay hits gone down ami

l nited

in favor ot

admit all

transfer boats,

$10 to $1*2..'ha per ton.

News

campaign

neither the

bridge,

7. Differential, discriminating duties on all
foreign products, unless imported under the
flag where produced or under our own flag.
Captain Mumford Anally said that if a bounty
bill in tonnage (as lias been suggested) were
passed he would suggest that it distinctly state

thought that all oon-uhtr fees, eompulsorv pilotage and that elau-e of section Util, wlm-li required officers in all eases to lie citizens of the

consular system as
of tin- American

prise

,

our

would lie run up and down the Prospect and
Bueksport hills. It would be easy enough to
earn the line along the banks of the river. But

likely

pursuit.

~,»ys Pennsylvania, on all her state documents,
I lie Key-Stone State means that there i-, an irrepressible conflict between tyranny and freedom,
and one or the other must succumb. So there is

in the hands of

now

paper say- that if the road is to cross the Penob-

ful. and biw*v.
Walter Patch ami Lizzie Palmer are mlsMng
from Kittery. Me. Loth are young and well-todo.
It is supposed they have been married.
The girl's fat hoi has returned from a fruitier

Survive,’’

American shipbuilding and shipowning inter-

Lincoln, thence to Bath over that road, from
which point they < xpect to get an outlet to Boston. independent of tile Eastern combination.

I he

Kx-Secretary Biaine w as at the >t:iic department., Thursday morning, vigorous, and cheer-

Can’t

condition and wants of

tions. ,!ol)ii II. Kimball, of Bath. Maine,

til"

Congressman Mureh is in Washington.

“Both

into the

nonsubsidiztng
laws or special

in Boston for their

1 nr* mis.

it i< stated that a strong effort is again being
made to induce Gov. Long to pardon Lucius W.
Pond, the Worcester forger, whose ease att racted general attention at the time «»f his conviction. The petition is signed by W) p.-r cent, of
his creditors.

first

as

line from Ellsworth to Bucks-

tion."

niv

Col. Dudley, Commissioner of Pensions, attributes the defeat in Indiana to the liquor
question. Me has issued a circular, which is
based upon a principle of true civil service reform.
It is a notice to all clerks in the Pension
office that They will be required to give full six
hours and half fora day's work to the service
of the pensioners, and that the bureau will have
no employment for any clerk who. after receiving this circular., shall embezzle the time of
t he pensioners, as, h* says, they now do in
idling
about the building and in wasting time at meals.

inquire

to

p". ;. thence through to Belfast, Camden, etc.,
in ;; connection at Rockland with the Knox &

ar

Father, the chariot of Israel and the horsemen
theocof.
2 King.-, ii. 12.
Fretted to his nnmorv by the .Vlunnii of tin- S, lninarv and other

The ax factory of North Way ne, belonging to
tin- North Wayne Tool Co., was burned Monday morning, together with the machinery. It
a severe blow, as the village lias suffered
several times by lire of late. The supposed cause
is incendiary.

Bangor
proposed, but

is. not to make

The Pres- says that “AH the papers relating to
th" route, ciinstruction, and amount of business,

Messrs, (ieorge Stetson of Bangor and L. < r.
Ilownes of t ah,is. assign, es ol' Win. Plaisted i
son. of tin- Lincoln
tannery. have declared tin
tir-t divident of 2d per ent’. It is thought that
the creditors will realize 40 per cent, of their
aims.
I'lie Plaisted tanneries at Lincoln and
Princeton were bought bv Sliaw Brothers for
S'2.-, ,000.
senator Hale m l wife will remain at Kllswortii tih tlie- last of the mouth, before going to
Washington lor the winter.
l lie Bangor Whig says that a monument of
Italian marble, with tin- following inscription,
lias been placed in Hie cemetery at Mount Hope:
Luueh Pond. I). l>.. born in Wivntbain.Mass.,
died in Bangor. Jan. 21. 1SS2. act. bo years and
*'• months.
For half a century Professor in Ban-

covery.

extend tie

to

■

The Press says there is a report that \ underbill's new company will establish a second house
at Portland for the sale of fresh beef, which will
have the effect of very low prices of Chicago
dressed beef.
The condition of the Hun. Lot M. Morrill s
>uch that hi> friends have no hopes of his re-

plan

now

th" terminus of the road,

reported good.

-My Father,

The

route.

s

Theological Seminary.

Me Lane, Robeson and Dinglev. The latter
was among those present.
I he committee was
appointed under a resolution authorizing them

Friday

■

gor

chosen chairman and Congressman Cox secretary. The other members are Senators Vest
and Miller and Congressmen Candler, Page,

Then, with these additional safeshould have reduced rates of in-.iir-

There i- im

anci

e

i-

of

a.d ancient form. “Enter into His Gates with
thanksgis ing and into His Courts with praise,” and
"to do good and to distribute, forget not, for with
vU' h -aeriliecs Go«i is well pleased.”
"if liiou has much, give plenteously; if thou hast
little, .lo thy diligence gladly to give of that little,
for
gatherc-t thou thyself a good reward.”
ar the Council Cliamber at Augusta, this
tifii enth day of November, in the year of our
L e d, one thousand eight hundred and eightytwo, and oj the Independence of the United
>;ate> of Aim riea llieone hundred and seventh.
HA KRIS M. PL A 1ST ED.

Bay.

ti

good people

due

incorporate body.

i>t iin-1r winter

I do recommend the

And

favored state to gather around their hearths and
and keep this gla i New England festival in

rfi.-iD

■

i"r till' sn lir

Congressional Shipping
Commission, appointed at llie last session, met
in New York, Nov. Kith. Senator Conger was

Fifth—Should

1
accordance with a good and ancient custom,
originating with our New England ancestors, ami
hallowed by joyful rites and pious observance for
more Thnn two hundred and lifty years, I. HARRIS
M
PL \ hTKD, Governor, by and with the advice
I et'nsent of the (’ouneil, do hereby appoint and
: apart Thursday. Nov. 30th, A. 1). isv2, as a
day
public thanksgiving and praise in our Cod, the
giver "t every good and perfect gift.

I trust its o. Merry, a native of sullivau. AI ■..
many yu ar- in business in Boston, lik-l
He lbtii of injuries by being thrown from a
.Triage oil lilt bill inst.
Bath i- soon to be lighted by eleetrieity.
C. I.. Hubbard, llepublicaii. lias 17b
majority
for the legislature in the Hiram district.
Tile rate of taxation m Bath i- sjb per shion.
The Pioneer says: Thirteen hundred sheep
from Canada were seiz'sl a few days age mar
ti>' Forks of lie- Kennebec river, for duties.
lou. 1. B. Kecd has gone to Washington hr
purpose of remonstrating against the proposed change in the light houses about Casco

s

INVESTIGATION.

A quorum of the joint

or

PROCLAMATION.

A

■'.it for

1 lit

IN

ests.

siioe factory, ffbtl feet long, will prohal.lv
be hnil! in Pewi-ton next
spring.
Gov. Plaisted has nominated .1. F. Merrill.
Treasurer of Androscoggin ountv. He i- -on
of the late treasurer.
Governor-elect Kobic and wife have gone
Indianapolis to attend the annual meeting of
the .National Grange.
I he Spiritualists of Maine met at Nurombt ga
Hall at Bangor. Jlst. for tic- purpose of per-

organization

COMMITTEE

desiring to
nave the address of papers changed, must state the
Pom Ortice to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the otlice to which it is to go.

A

an

Shipping Interests.

JOINT CONUKE88IOXAI.
SESSION.
THE SCOPE OE THE

First—\\ by cannot this country build iron,
steel or wooden vessels as well and as cheaply
as they are built in Scotland,
England or other
countries:'
Second If we had such vessels without cost
Administrators, Executors andgi akdiansi ’to us could
they lie run by us ineompetitiou with
d -iriiig their Probate advertising published in the
those
of other countries who build their own
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
\es-eis and run them with their own officers
subscribers are requested to take notice of the
and crews, without a modification or repeal of
dale on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
existing laws?
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
third—What modification id' existing laws
15 May si. means that the subscription is paid to
or what new laws are
required to remove disthat date. When a new payment is made, the date
criminations
will bo changed t" correspond, and SUBSCRIBagainst and burdens upon our
ERS VRE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
.-hipping and shipowning interests, such a- customs dues, port dues, consular charges,
DATE-* ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
pilotare requested to forward the sums due.
age, tonnage and other dues, etc?
Fourth—Compare the laws of other countries
with onr own vv itli a view to their effect upon
STATE OF MAINE.
our and their shipping and shipowning interBY THE GOVERNOR.
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money

IN GENEE.v k.

as

:

Niles, No. 250 Washington St., Boston.
Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & S, Treinont Temple,
*Loston.
S. M. Pettkngill & Co.. 10 State St., Boston,and

Bug Starlight, ot Bangor, from Cepe Ilnyotin. arrived at New b ork. lblh. W bile In calmed off' Pali, a water spout formed close to the
vessel, but they succeeded ill bursting i! after
tiring off' several shots. X'uv. loth. Jo milesoutheast from Barnegal. had a heavy gak
lasting two days, during which she was struck
by a tremendous sea and hove down so that He
starboard rail vva- under water, and they had
to cut the lashings of the deck load and lhiyovv
.vorhoard about ten tons.
Fpon sounding ill"
pumps ii was found there was two feet of water in the hol'l. After pumping two liour» ihey
succeeded in freeing her.

manent

Jour

It
1'. (

t.eii. -lames 1>. Fessenden. I'nit.-.1 Stales register in bankruptcy, sou of the hit senator Ft—
ml. n. and who w as in Sic rman's army in its
march through Georgia, dropped dead in tin
street at Portland, at login. Saturday forenoon,
lli- age was nearly lifty. Gen. I\ssemien was
tic eldest son of Senator Fessenden : graduated
at Bowdoin t'ollcge. class of lSVJ: emeretl the
army as captain of a company raised in Portland for Berdan's regiment of sharpshooters:
served on Gen. Hunter's staff'in tin Georgia
campaign : was in the battles ol' Chattanooga.
Fookotil Mountain and many other Western
buttles, lb- had had attacks ef fainting heretofore. He It aves a wife and two sons.
VI

for the

>

s.

WE At 111 l.

followingare authorized agents

The

r-EATH OP GEN. .1. I>. 1 ESSEN PEN.

Kot I,it

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

I’l HUSHED

American
THE

w

ini.

r

-•

in.

notice from the state
on

the

place.
Bi

cksroiu

The Seniinarv

grounds have

ocen

recently graded on the yvestern slope of the hill
trees planted thereon, and the appearance otherwise much improved... ."Dr. Fames gave a lecture

electricity at the Seminary chapel Iasi Thursday
evening_Capt. 1. Grunt is making extensive improvements on his store at the corner of Main and
on

Mechanic Sts_The citizens’ temperance meeting
ill he under the management of the reform club
next Sunday. There is need of a general waking
Your prr-cm v,
up on this subject. Felloyv-eitizens ;
if not your counsel, is needed In Finery Hal next
yy

Sunday afternoon... .The fall term of Fa.-l Me Conference Seminary closed last Tuesday, the final examinations occupying two days, viz
Monday and
Tuesday. The winter term opens Wednesday, Dec.
♦Jtli.

The

large electrical machine at the seminary

laboratory has been fitted with a new is inch glass
cylinder, making a machine of ample power to meet
the requirements. It yvas sullieiently tested last
Thursday evening in the demonstrations given by
Dr. Fames.

trical bath

The reported n11h• 11g of a new hue i>anv!
1'Oi'esi county. I’a.. created a panic in
petroleiun market.
m

a

One of the students received an electhe surface of the body being complete-

ly bathed in electricity, notwithstanding the moisture In the room consequent upon the breathing of
present.Jesse Treat,general grocer of
Bueksport Centre, failed Thursday ; liabilities, $4,-

the many

200; assets, $S(K) to $1000. It is understood that Mr.
Treat owes considerable amounts to Bangor, Cortland and Boston wholesalers. His property i-- reported mortgaged and he is said to he otlieryvise
financially involved.

;

w

{|n

Snow commenced tailing at l inhesion. 1\.
and continued aii I.i\. ..»\
of. mini one inch.

Saturday morning
•

ritm I he

Mr* M« I' ill* w ife ..i lamim r M«■!\ ill- I l
tie insane hospital at Norristown. Pa.. Satur
day cM ning for her home. She ha- n gained
her health completely.
i- estimated that since China has luen
to intercourse with other nation- the
population of the country has fallen from .”.r*o.i.ikmmjoo, as the result ,.f internal
OiMi.pnt) to
wars, emigration and famines.
It

opened

The matter of

a

new

trial in Mis. SM-oviHe'-

insanity ease came up in the eountv court al
( hieago again Saturday morning ami w as con
tinned on account of the unnappcurauccnf MrScoville.
Since New York went Hemoeratie c< \. i iId. m
lje says his health is « \eellent ;
lias revived,
he i> not paralytic, hut is in good condition to
run
torthe Presidency. The (Josernor doenot p»-reeivc that lie has got left.
Idle death of Mr. Simonton. formerly at the
heatl of the Associated Press, was largely dm
to overwork.
He took few vacations and thos«
IP
were consumed in business enterprises.
went hack this war t«» his ranch in Napa counair
and
in
under
the
the
pure
ty. intending
generous sun of (’nlifornia to regain his lost
strength. Put he was too late. Ili> death,
whatever learned name the doctors give to its
cause, was tin* result of the American passion
of work at high-pressure rate, unrelieved by
any recreation.

Probate Court.

SIR ROBERT CHRISTISON
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:I5 Cents.
5(1

Colored Dress Goods Ever Made io this State.

Cottons !

500 PIECES AT IMMENSE BARGAINS!

IN BLEACHED & BROWN.

Kan limits of Crints,
Knuniants of Cotton flannels

We shall offer for the NEXT TWO WEEKS our entire stock of Colored Dress Goods at the
LOWEST PRICES ever named for choice goods in choice shades. These absurdly low prices
are made with a determination to seia out this stock immediately, and not in any way be taken
as a precedent ter FUTURE PRICES after these tots are sold.
They are ail of this season's
importation, the most desirable fabrics in the market. No such line of choice goods in choice
assortments has ever been offered in this city, and it is a rare opportunity for every lady ire
this section to secure a bargain.
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Jo mat rest until
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ulopted this plan, that lie will charge nothing
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Coca Beef Tonic in a number
Liebig
oi chronic dyspepsia, where the assirniia
food w as very detective ami there was stea*
oi weight. The results obtained in two
k» w ere, indeeil, Haltering. One patient gained
p mm -. another three pounds, an i so on.
f. (
Li;II AKDY'. M. I)., Savannah,
IP -I-lent Meo. society of Leorgia, etc., etc.
.--

\

e

I K EI A It E1 > ONL1 BY THE
I HBB. LABORATORY AND Oil EM It. A L
WORK' CO.,
M AM I At J l R1NC. ( II EM I STS,
NEW VoKK, BARIs AND LONDON
NIA\ YtiRK DEBOT, its Ml .'KRAY STREET.
'OLD BY ALL DKLt.t.lsTs
I’riee One Dollar per bottle; -ix for Five Dol-

lars.

anywhere tin receipt of price by addressing
LIEBIG < OMT YNY, 38 Murray Street, New
and
mentioning thU paper. Also, to be had
York,
Sent

•f

Druggists generally.
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Ii. MATHLWS,
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to call

are

me

TOILET

N D

or
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Ivf A. NSFIELD’S.

on

before

1st, Jssj, and settle the same, or their accounts
will he left w ith an attorney for collection.
S. II. MATH 1CWS, Admr
a
! tel fast, *ov. I<>, 183*2.—*2\v47
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my
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cut.

VERY DESIRABLE.

MANSFIELD’S.

was

ATARAITS (1 RI D.
terribly atllieted with blindness of

now

well.

■July

.<.

hSS-2.

son
can

LOT 9.

prices.

j

S186O Yds.
In

Mixtures and Plaids, Ail-Wool

splendid

Mil! Dress Goods

Washington

re

Filling,

at 62 1-2c. per

yd.,

an enormous

bargai

n

<

ALL ON I

?
»

This magnificent stock should be inspected by every lady before purchasing. For the
attractive bargains will be found in this department

mast

AT

s

Main Street, Belfast

It. 11.

<

70
LoomKS

HAS.

Yams & Worsteds

Curtains,

--A T

MANSFIELD’S. Masonic

Temple.

Scotch, Saxony, Andalusia. Shetland,
Germantown and Ball Yarn.

FIRE, MARINE

&c.

Feathers,

We have made special reduction on these goods to close the entire lot. Remember !' Lower
Extra Superfine Carpets at only 85c. per yard, Roxbury Tapestries, 95c. per yard.
Sold in this city at $f,00 per yard.

BLAN K ETS !

BLANKETS !
3 Cases Blankets

Insurance.
tin*

per pair.

Buy

one

and show to your friends

a

WOOLENS FOR MEN &

insurance

business of
purchased
.MILLS s. ST a LLLS, | shall hereafter carry
HAYING

Lire, Marine and Life insurance business at
the oiliee in 11 a a OHi> Block, heretofore occupied
Mr.
by
staples. Representing some of the most reliable Insurance Companies doing business in the
I
Feel confident that it will l»e for the interest
state.
of all desiring to effect insurance to give me a call.

only $2.00

ruinous lew price

DYS !

on

#

Belfast,

Nov.

1,

TO

40

pieces

nice Cassimeres to be closed at prices that cannot fail fc be
closest buyers.

THE

PI nLie

:

Our entire stock is at the mercy of the trade and

portunity

and secure the best

our

-1. /'. Mansfield, Mason ie Temjtle.
■
a

I

u«l

■

V
"

Bl l

OF
’«'»«K
in i* o irnii ■

GcrmanSmigCanaries,
W ■ $2.50 and $3 ; St. An
dreasberg Canaries, bell and llute notes, $1, $5 ;
Campanini Canaries, trained whistlers, long trill
ami water bubble notes, $N and $10.
A great variety of talking Lurrots, Cardinals, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, Linnets, &c. Birds safe by express.
■

We have secured the services of

N 1 V Eli !S a I,”
t'UK SAF.K ItV

BB B

establishment

more
our

attention to

store is

25c

stamps.

as

ever

been

advise
our

our

friends to improve this op-

pleasure

to

present

to the

public

HELP ! !

our

LARGE

us

with

ARMY OF PATRONS.

our

who has connected himself <?i!h

present large force ot clerks

We would also

announce

to

give

that when

the DRESS AND CLOAK MAKING DEPARTMENT will be conducted

INGRAHAM,

well known to the

MR, J, L. SLEEPER,

salesman, thus enabling

completed

MRS. A. J.

whose

long experience

and

popularity

as an

by

artist in this line is

public.

COUNTRY MERCHANTS AND PEDLERS
BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

Lrice li-t free.
Holden's New Book on Birds, 12H
pp., SO illustrations, all about food, care, diseases,

Boston, Mass.

it has

EXTRA

OF THE LATEST STYLES.

I

bargains

we

*

Tie Perfect Fittii Patterns

■%
iJ

the

JAMES PATTEE.

Having transferred my insurance business to
•I A MLS LATTLL, for live years past Register of
Heeds for this County. I cordially recommend him
to my former patrons and to the public as an efficient and reliable man, in everv respect worthv of
their confidence.
MILfcs S. STALL LS.
Belfast, Nov. 1, 1882.—:<m4G*

TI IE

appreciated by

|ss_\

WILL BE FITTED OUT AT LESS THAN

0. L. H0LI)K\, 0 Bowdoln Square,
2m41

completely, so
see perfectly

$1,000 WORTH OF BLACK SILKS ON EXHIBITION!

Mrs. Ida Hardino,
Lewiston, Maine.

We

simply

ask the

inspection
and

Wilbur in\ iti's people to write to any of
parties, but be sure you inclose two
stamps to insure au answer.
These are only a few testimonials, but the Doctor can show thousands at liis office.
■JwtT

Fixtures,

-AND-

immediately

an

medicine, which cured my
lie wear* no glasses and

Dr.

AT

KODINSON,
Thomaston. Me.

operation. I consent
ed to have it done, and the Doctor took it all olT
my
eye in a few minutes,and to-day- thank kind provi
deuce- I can see again.
M!i>. IILNDY LLI.LMS,
Nov. lo, i*>_*
Dockland, Me.
I*
I told Dr. Wilbur I was
poor and he inquired «.f people that knew me and found out my
eircum-dance?-° operated on mv eye and did not

the above

—

QUILTS

dO*HI A

these—1

are

told

some

manner, at low

We shall close at 17c, per yard.

WORK

YIK.REO »i:PK01 A will «’o everything
hi- can to please those who favor us with a call.
Am calls in thm department w ill in* promptly an
swercil, DAY r Nit HIT.
Sumlav or night calls answered- by Me. Del’roux
at the New England House.
I’>o*lies embalmed W1 l llOl i THE l' -E OF ICE
with perfect success.
umber ol
Having hail -o large experience for a
years, we feel eonlblent t hat our way of doirigbusine
ami prices will suit customers'. W ill also at
fern! to the whole management ofFl'NERALS,
when desired, HUT, of charge.
11

Life
tit*,
1 have

both eyes for ewer two years. 1 tried a great
many
doctors but ail in vain.
I called on Dr. Wilbur at
tlie Mavston House, Lewiston, and lie gave me

NOTICE.

Linen, Napkins
-A

I

\M) UKTAIN

or

in

s,».

opinion

My

VBLK AMOLNT OF MONKY
lost somewhere in the limits of the eitv
When last seen it. was in an envelope addre-sed
‘‘M. W. Weli*li.” \ lady had it in her
and isupposed to have accidentally pulled it from her
he
t
finder
will
be
rewarded
suitable
pocket.
by
lea\ iug the money at the
J< M :rn A K oFKK K.
Belfast, Nov.‘2.i. I'S2. -JiwiT

out.
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MASONIC TEMPLE.

MONEY

was

Incredulous but True.

pound-

-A T-

Mansfield's. Masonic

after .he tumor

it and it

could not open my eye, and could not *ec.
I called
on Dr. Wilbur at tin* Sf. Nicholas Hotel to
get bis

churgt1

I

seven

I be fact*

limlii
—.

saw

The best value in she State,

yard.

marked down from $!,90.

yard,

Made to sell at 25c.

lass

1 s<2.

eight eye for

iicIfaM, Me.

—----

VAKIKTY. ALSO

I

Tumor of Kye Remov'd and Sight
Dr. Wilbur.

Store !

WORKING CANVASSES & FELTINGS

I tii. d
t

BOARDS

CARD

as

MID

MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,

-.

plain *ight

in

was

Nov. 14, 1'".'

<

I'hirnL Kok,

know it

llesh and feels like anew
! advi-e all people who are unfortunate
person.
••nough to be ullli< Led in mo way to call on Dr. Wilbur, as they will llnd him a genial, warmhearted
friend of the atllieted.

Overcoats, Reefers, Uisters & Suits

II

hich

gai md

•'

I IP >1 Ls-OR .L .1. v \N i'-lMTtl (“Ti.i\el-in
**•
i."
.-ay-—“Netting a-ide ail extravagant am!
I am eh arly of the opinion that
.11,
i.oti
a
t oi a i- very conducive to health ami
nr
In support'd this conclusion l may re
it;.
r*
:•> the iimnermi- examples <*f longevity among
ii. ii.tns. who, from boyhood, have been in the
ij-d'it
masticating < "<-a three time-a dry < 'is*s
-t unij-equent "t Indians attaining the great
of i ;o
ears, and the-e men, at the ordinary
d con-iimption, must, in the course of their
at*
lives, have e! e\V‘! not le-s than 2,700 pounds of
Mi-* leal, and P lained the most perfect health and

*\

I

hi sr

Kiusi-t

Curtain Ruuds of all kirn’s at bargains.
Lambrequin Patterns ami any information In
gunl t«* drapery work tree. TRY I S.

The Doctor

doctor* in thi- section of the
'•oimti-y.
Indiana, hut still the lit*
b<*pt on. I applied to Dr. Wilbur at the St. Nicholas Hotel. He told me he could cure her, and 1 got
hi- medicine and -in- ha* now taken it for fourteen
day* and has had no tits, amt by actual weight ha-

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Clothing

wed

mn

also doctor* in

Mansfield’s,

Boston

tumor

doctored with alt the

v

New

could he

Almost

Rockland,

-*>

if it

set*

My daughter Annie has has had epilepsy
a* they are called, for over three
years.

-,.

P.

1, t

Not.

--

A-

a

looked all blue. I can
recommend Dr. Wilbur to all persons allli' tcd.
< :RI\LNK, Vinalhavn. Me.

|n

■>•

l Had

■

a

.old me he could take it out, and operated on it,
iml much h) my surprise in about two mimitc-'he
iad tin tumor, sac and all out in hi- hand. Thi*
! umor laid on tin jugular ein ot t he neck, and the
Doctor directed ;t out without injuring the vein.

>‘

■

a

\ t in

a

CORNICES & POLES OP ALL KINDS,

70

left side of my neck, \v!ii -h keptgrow
I called «»ii I)r. Wilbur at tin* sd. Nicholas

ug.
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-kill. -Two years

\our

at 75c. per
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tin

DRAPERY

(
on [

Dangerous Surgical Operation.
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.‘u-erfnilv
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kinds,
fancy
kind, Sofas, Lounges,

every tiling ever kept in
furniture store.
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and

Successful !

ALL-WOOL FOULF

SPECIAL-14 PIECES 23-INCH PLAIDS ALL-WOOL FILLING

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all
Extension and Centre Tables,

1
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SI.IO.

LOT 8.

CASKETS AND ROBES
Of all Uimls constantly on haml.

lie. TTIIImr

nice

AI 75c. per
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origins! price,
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4
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of Cross

case
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first
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Our patrons are hereby notified that workmen will commence on the remodelling of our
store immediately. Plans have been submitted which will enable us to continue our business
during the removal of the brick wall between the two stores. The centre counters will be dispensed with, the side counters and shelving will be moved forward, and canvas suspended
behind them. Thus protecting our stock in a measure from lime and brick dust while the wall
is being removed in the other store. We propose to make the most
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MB. M. T. MARSHALL.
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of the DRESS SILK we have marked at $100 per
$3.00 Silk at $2.50 per yard.
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Guns, Rifles, Pistols,
SKATES

AN1)

GUNS.

AIR

BALLARD’S RIFLES
tfsfSeuii Stamp for Catalogue.
IOIIX I*. LOVEU.
Hi Washington Street.
■

only $10.

Gr. W. BURKETT,

-

83 Main Street,

1147

A

MGS.
Boston, Mass.

CITY

BLOCK,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

The

Mr. Wm. WESTFALL,
Duchess Co., >. Y., SO Years of Ace, Suffered Continually for Man) Years from

Of

Stone In the Bladder.
ago and painful disease are a sad combina
Yet Mr. William Westfall, formerly of Rock

Croat
ti'*o-

City. Duchess, Co.,

X. ^
now of Washington Hoi
county, came to the office of Dr.
David Kennedy, the eminent
Physician and Sur
goon of Rondout, X. \
some time since, in a condition to excite the sympathy of the most cold
blooded and hard-hearted person in the world. We
say he came—he was, rather, carried to the Doctor’s
office, for he was totally helpless, and bore the
weight of so years besides. He had suffered long
from Retention of Trine, and bad all the symptoms
“f an aggravated ease of calculus formations in the
bla ld*T. The usual instrumental examination revealed the presence in the bladder of a urinary calculus «>f uncommon size.
Dr. Kennedy frankly
told Mr. We>tfall that, owing to his age and debilion
ty,
operation was out of the question, but that
be could, b\ the prescription of “Kennedy’- Favorite Remedy,” together with local treatment, make
him comfortable an 1 leave him to live out all his
days. The outcome of this was that the patient enjoy.-, good health to this day.
The Reasons Why
Dr. Kennedy's “Favorite Remedy" i> being exten-

low, in the
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terror of twenty swords.
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Bitters

is guarani
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RiTiEks

d to be

a non-

intoxicating stimulant, and
it will, e nearly every case,
take tk place of all liquor,

and

the same time absolutely .ell the desire for
wiiisis y and other intoxiat

R
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of Thought.

IT perseveiv in one's duty and to tie silent i<
ilie lir-t ansui r to calumny.
[Washington.

j

i s:

to

I'll” more an idt a is developed,the more couci- l>..
its expression: the more a tree is
1 pruned, the better is tie- fruit.
[Alfred Bougeart.

i

|
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Browx’s IrwX Bitters
has been

thoroughly tested
dyspepsia, indigestion,

Many in thi- world run after felicity like an
absent-minded man limiting for his hat. while
all the time ii i- on hi- head or in his hand.
'Sydney smith.
No one will ever shine in conversation who
thinks of saying tine things; to please, one
must .-ay many things indifferent and many
Krancis Luckier.
very had.

biliousness, weakri e s s, deb i i
ity, overwork, rheumatism,
ne u ral gi a,
cons u mpti on,
liver complaints,
kidneytroubles, &c., and it never

A b urtieent person i- liken fountain watering lli earth and spreading fertility : it is therefore more deliglitfi I and more honorable to
give than to receive. [Epicurus.

fails to render speech' and
permanent relief.

Then is a power in the direct glance of a sin's r
and loving soul, which will do more todis-i|niti prejudice and kindle charity than the most
elaborate arguments. [George Eliot.
The truly strong and sound mind i« the mind
that e.m embrace equally great things and small.
I would have a man great in great tilings and
elegant in little things. [Dr. S. Johnson.

Iyr7

rules- a man lias trained himself for his
chalice, the chance will only make him ridiculous. A great occasion is worth to a man exactly what his antecedents have enabled him to
make of it.
[William Mathews.

GONQUEROR
OF ALL KIDNEY DISEASES,

We should not sadden the harmless mirth of
others by suffering our own melancholy to he
seen; and this species of exertion is, like virtue, its own reward: for the good spirits which
are at lirst simulated, become at length real.
[Dr. Thomas Scott.
Kind words produce their own image in men's
souls, and a beautiful image it i-.
they soothe
and comfort the hearer. They shame him out
of hi.- unkind feelings. We have not yet begun
to use them ill such abundance a- they ought to

he used.

[Pascal.
Poetry 1 regard as a tender virgin, young
and extremely beautiful, whom divers’otlicr
virgin—namely, all the other sciences-—are
assiduous to enrich, to polish and adorn. She is
to he served by them, and they are to he ennobled through her.
[Don (Quixote.
I look with scorn upon the sellisu greatness
of this world, and with pity on the most gifted
and prosperous in the struggle for office and
power: but I look with reverence on the obscure man who suffers for the right, who is
true to a good but persecuted cause.
[James
A. Garfield.

BEST

KIDNEYand LIVER MEDICINE
NEVER KNOWN TO FAIL.
“1 had -ulhred twenty vear- with .-even* disease
•d' the kidney-: h«*f.»re using Hunt
Remedy two
davs I was relieved, and am n<»w well.’’
.KisIH A Tl THILL.
‘.Mv physicians thought that I was paralyzed on
I was terribh alllh ted with rheumati-m
"ne .-id--.
from Dhf>t" l"-0. I wa-’cured by Mum’.- Ih-medv
I I. 1'U EN <> M.\>i)N.

"My doet"r pronounced my ease Bright’.- Di.-easc,
and told me that 1 ^mild live only forty.eight hours.
Hunt’

-needilv cured.’’
M. i.ouDspKKI).
"Having suffered twenty years with kidney dis.
ease, and employed varioti- physician- without heing relieved, I was then cured b\ Hum’s Remedy.’’
s l L 1.1 \ \ N FEWER*.
I have been great!’ benefit -d by the use >1
nunt's Remedy.
I- -r di.-eases of the kidney.- and
uritiarv rgans there i- nothing superior.’’
A. 1*. M< KERMIN.
"I van testify to the virtue nt Hunt’s Remedy in
diseasetrom
actual
trial,
kidney
having been niucli
benefited thereby.”
Rl’.v. L <«. TAYLOR.
••I wa- unable t'> arise from bed trom an attack of
kidney di-mrse. The doctor* could not relieve me.
I was finally completely cured by u-ing Hunt’s
FRANK R. DICKSON.
Remedy.’’
"1 haw suffered extremely with kidney disease:
after using Hunt-Remedy twodavs, I was enabled
to resume business.'’
hfo F. ( L\RK.
Keined\

.and

wa-

One trial will convince you.
For sale by all
Druggists. Send for Pamphlet to
HUNTS REVIEDY CO., Providence, R. I
Prices, 75 cents and $1.25.
ly-**
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Sunday Nip.

The attention of agents of the Law and Order
League lias been largely devoted of late to gathering evidence against the violators of the law
prohibiting the sale of liquor oil Sunday. Spe-

Vitalizes and Enriches the Wood, Tones
Hu

System, Make:; tin Y.
►Strong, Builds up tjic Broke
down
Invigorates tlio
the

<

I

Brain, and

~C URE S—Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia. Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Con-

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE

cial complaint being made of defiance of the law
at the North Knd, two league agents spent a
week in getting into the confidence of a suspected dealer.
They were finally initiated into the
ways and means by which a" Sunday nip could
be obtained. I sing the "open sesame" on Sunday they succeeded in entering the saloon with
an officer in citizen's clothes.
After twenty
minutes, during which time lager and mixed
drinks were dealt out to customers, the policeman stepped quickly behind the bar and showed
the badge on bis vest to the dumfounded proprietor. The customers did not notice what
was happening, blit the proprietor took in the
situation at a glance. He hesitated an instant;
perspiration gathered on his face, and he replied
somewhat huskily, "all right."
"Can't this be‘fixed up i:i some way?” he
"We didn’t eome here to fix it up,” replied
the officer.
•If I’ll take an affidavit to abandon the business won't you let me off?” inquired the proprietor.
i poll receiving a negative reply he proposed
to accompany the three men to tlie office of the
Law and Order League in Pemberton square,
and closing up the saloon he did so. An officer
of the league told him that the ease would be
put in court Tuesday, and he would have the
usual opportunity to defend himself.
[Boston
Journal.
who died at his residence
in Brookline, Mass., recently, at tlie age of (55,
was for many years an active and enterprising
merchant of Boston, and was well known in
commercial circles. He was a native of Chatham, Mass., and resorted to the sea for an occupation in early life, having been master of the
brig Ida at one time, but he did not long follow
the predilections of his youth. He left the sea
In about 1845, and became a partner in the firm
of Seccomb & Taylor, who soon built up an extensive trade with South Africa. After the dissolution of this firm he continued in the same
line of business, and was also largely engaged
in the building of ships. The ship Red Jacket,
built at Rockland, Me., famous for making one
of the shortest vovages across the Atlantic, belonged to him. fn later years, in connection
with Deacon Thomas, lie built at Quincy, Mass.,
several vessels of the largest class, comprising
the ships Triumphant, America and Red Cloud.
He was also engaged in other maritime ventures. including the purchasing of the old Collins steamer Baltic, which was changed into a
sailing ship and finally withdrawn from business when she became unserviceable.
Mr. Isaac
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H. C. PITCHER,
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Having been unexpectedly called upon
to take charge of the above hotel, I hope
with the assistance of MU. EDWARDS* the
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5LJ9 tion heretofore, formed l»v the late landlord, MIL WILL R. HOLMES, who has taken up hb
resident e in Rockland.
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FOR COLO IN THt HEAD.
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My facilities for handling Clams and Lobsters are
unsurpassed in the state. My lobsters are kept
alive in floating ears, and boiled to order, thus assuring customers of the freshest stock put upon
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lu st

Clams

Lungs;

Cough is

quality of each grade, and guaranweight in package.-.

tee full

We

1

get

pack the

I

the

steamer KATAIIDIN.
(.'apt. Oris In*.kaiiam,

|

Will make lour trips per week, leaving Belfast
Monika. Wki>m:-i>aa, luntsnw ami sauk
I > A A at lna V. M.
Leaving I ineoln Wharf, Boston, Mom>a a .Tik-

General Debility. Directions in levenlanguages.
A •-nurse of Bur 1 k T’.'
! II.c-t-. "Ml s itisfy the rn t
skeptical that it is the < •■< res’ It!.1 further -.‘a irth.

H§

[Jeremy Taylor.

to

LEGALLY

I

Husbands must give to their wives love,
maintenance, duty, and the sweetness of conversation; and wives must pay to them all
they have or can. with the interest of obedience
and reverence: and they must tie complicated
in affections and interest, that there he no distinction between them of mine and thine.

How

they

just received the

CO^SUrVfPTBOPi

it not incurable, if properly attended to.—
SO Consumption, at its cnmnienrement, is but a
2 slight irritation of the mumbranowbu h covers 1^'

offered in this vicinity.
My fish were all
bought direct from the catchers, on which I am
able to offer a bargain in any quantity to suit customers.
All ti-h bought of me are

steamer P LNT >BS( (>T.
( apt. W. B. Roix,

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas. Pimples and
Face Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and

credulous that

ever

have

Commencing Saturday, Sept. 30, 1882,

liitnjgs. In all cases w here this Elixir has fn
Qg
been duly administered its efficacy has been ^
invariably manifested, convincing the most in- ^

Ktjj

[Fmamie] Swedenborg.

do not believe that the greatest and best
things in this world are wealth or political distinction, or even literary renown. There are
better things fairly within the grasp of all—a
thoughtful, intelligent mind: a broad, quick
sympathy with whatever is good and true; an
earnest purpose to lie and do what most becomes us as men and women. Cod's children
and the heirs of immortal life.
[C. A. (staples.

Respectfully

that

announce

BANGOR & BOSTON.

cure—viz:^E

?species of oppression of the Chest

ail,l

w

Why

A- tin Divine Being is a being of inexhaustible glory, i- it likely that he would keep it to
himself, or indec.i could he? For love wishes
to communicate its own to another--togive, indeed, as much of its own as item,: and what
then must the divine love do, which Is infinite?

The two most precious tilings on this side the
grave are our reputation and our life. But it is
to he lamented that the most contemptible whisper may deprive us of the one, and the weakest
weapon of the oilier. A wise mail, therefore,
will be more anxious to deserve a fair name
than to po-- it. and this will teach him so to
live a- not to lie afraid to die.
[Colton.

1

It lias been fifty years since the papers commenced
to advise people not to blow the gas out, and vet it
is still practiced enough to keep the graver diggers’
business lively.

an

The true test of civilization is not tlie census,
|hr -iz of eiti- -. nor the crops- -no, tint the
kind of man the country turns out. [Emerson.

_

wish to call yo.ir special attention to the fact that
havi* on hand this season the largest and most

I

ite with the ladies.

other.
in

Lobsters,

Lewis Wharf, opposite M. ('. Freight Depot.

Detroit girl drew a door-mat with cravon on
the frontdoor step'*, and it wa* so natural that several callers tried to give it a wipe.

virtue,

above

Clams &

A

[dean Ingelow.
—

ills:—The foolish wastvital lurcc in business,
iii..
j k.t -ure. and vicious ir.dulI our
fceiij
peop le, makes
y ur | reparation a necessity-;
anil if applied, will save hundreds who resort to saloons
for teni j vary recuperation.

I then took

Awake Delta.
Messrs. Sargent Bros druggists, Delta, Ohio, in
ordering a quantity of Thomas’ Eclectkic Oil,
write that they never sold anything that gave such
universal satisfaction in curing coughs, colds, bronchitis, rheumatism, neuralgia, etc. For sale bv K.
H. Moody, Belfast.

Should They?
No man or woman can do satisfactory work when
the brain is dull, the nerves unsteady, the system
relaxed, and they feel generally wretched. Why
should anybody drag through their work in this
condition, when a bottle of Parker’s Ginger Tonic
will at moderate cost give them the strength and
will to perforin their duties satisfactorily.

BETWEEN

Touching at iram|nU*n, Winterpnrt, Biu-k^purl,
searsport, Belfast, laiml'-n ami Km-klaml.

iption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, I
Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness, B
sa, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis, B

Wide

Explanation.
The delicate, llowery and lasting fragrance of
Floreston Cologne explain why it is such a favor-

lixirI

Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.

duable medicine is purely vegetable: HI
►very of which was the result ofH
irs’close study, in order to discover ^B
the symptoms, and tho

lor in-

An

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

I

Vegetable Balsamic

B

Fresli, Smoked, Dry &Pickl6fl

’82. Fall Arrangement. '82.

I

H. DOWNS’

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

New method of making tooth powder—Grind
your teeth.

Irena punishment may lieeomv unjust un!'-s ji j- administered in the spirit of love,

Knowledge i- that which, next
truly and t t utially raises one man
[Add.-on.
]

Cin.,0., Xov. 16, 18S1.

TIIE

Physicians prescribe Brown’s Iron Bitters
digestion, weakness, low spirits, etc.

DOWNS' ELIXIR

FRANKW.COLLI NS,

A Vermont debating society will tackle the question : “Which is the most fun—to see a man trv to
thread a needle, or a woman try to drive a nailV”

i [Irving.

i.

for

sea.
cloud rose to

A World of Good.
One of the most popular medicine* now before
the American public is llop Bitters. You see it
everywhere. People take it with good effect. It
build* them up. It is not as pleasant to the taste as
some other Bitters, as It is not a
whiskey drink. It
is more like the old fashioned bone set tea that has
done a world of good. It vou don’t feel just right
try Hop Bitters. [Nunda News.

l.nvr i- neviT lost. If not reeiprooated. it
wi i How bark and -ofP n and ptilify the heart,

G.W. Rice, editor of
Ann-ncan Christum Rrays of Brown's Iron

Bill,

wavetess

Ciems

cating beverages.

til

icy blast.

Till a small
the shoreward, and a
gust broke out of the clouds,
And the spray beat over the rowers, and the
murmur of winds was loud
With tti(> voice of the far-off thunder, till the
shuddering air grew warm.
And the day was as dark as ever, and the wild
god rode on the storm.
But the old man laughed at the thunder as he
set his casque on his brow.
Aii'l lie waved his sword in the lightnings ami
clung to the painted prow.
And tin- -haft of the storm-god's quiver flashed
out from the flame-flushed skies,
Kang down on his war-worn harness, and gleamed in his fiery eyes.
And his mail and his crested helmet, and his
hair and his beard burned red;
Ami they said, "It is Odin calls;" and lie fell,
and they found him dead.
So here, in his war guise armored,
they laid
Hi in down to his rest.
In his casque with the reindeer antlers, and the
long gray heard on his breast;
His bier was the spoil of the islands, with a sail
of a shroud beneath.
And an oar of his bloood-rc d galley, and his
brattle brand ill the sheath :
And they buried his bow besidi him, and planted Hie grove of yew,
For the grave of a mighty archer, one tree for
• ■arli of his crew
;
W! r the llowrrless cliffs are sherries-, where
tile sea birds circle and swarm.
And the rock- are at war with the waters, with
their jagged gray teeth in the storm;
Am! lie huge Atlantic billows sweep in, and
tlie ini-ts enclose
rite hill with the grass-grown mound where
tin Norseman's yew-tree grows.
K titled ltodd.

is one cl the Yen K w ionic
median,. that no n. T composed mo.-dy fair >hol or
whisk.y. thus becoming a
lruitfui s arc.- of intemperanjse by promoting a desire
for rum.

Bk

an

Till over the whole world's seaboard the shadow
of Odiu passed,
Till they sped to the inland waters and under
the South-land skies.
And stared on Hie puny princes with their blue,
victorious eyes.
And they said he was old and royal, and a warrior all his days,
lint the king who had slain his brother lived
yet in the island ways.
And he came from a hundred battles, and died
in his last wild quest,
For he said, “I will have my vengeance, and
then 1 will take my rest."
He had passed on his homeward journey, and
the king of the isles was dead;
lb had drunken the draught of triumph, and
his cup was thi‘ isle king's head:
And he spoke of the song and feasting, and the
gladness of tilings to be,
And three days over the water they rowed on

combination of vegetable alteratives, it is pleasant
to the taste, adapted to both sexe> and all
ages, is
effective in affording immediate relief in all oases
"f Kidney trou1 le.-. Liver Complaints, Constipation of the Rowels and derangements peculiar to
women.
At the same time purities the blood, thus
living tone and strength to the system debilitated
disease
or age.
“Dr. Kennedy’- Favorite Remby
lmJ4
edy” for sale by all druggists.

Brown's 11.

King’s Grave-

sea-wandering lords,

.,

same

used

Sea

the wild sea-border, oil the farthest
High
downs to the West,
1- the green grave mound of the Norseman,
with the vew-tree grove on its crest.
And I heard in the winds his story, as they
leapt tip salt from the wave,
And tore at the creaking branches that grew
from the sea king’s grave.
Some soil of the Old World A'ikings, the wild
over

<

